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Editor’s
notes...
Hello and welcome to
this month’s edition of
Vision BrentwoodOngar.
I’m writing this just
a few hours after
witnessing one of the
greatest sporting
r
, Edito
n
e
l
comebacks of all time
l
A
Nik
- Tiger Woods winning his 15th
major golf title, 11 years after his last.
During that period in the wilderness, Woods went
through a divorce, arrests, loss of form, addiction
issues and had four operations on his back. At his
lowest point he was ranked outside of the top
1,000 golfers in the world.
Think about that for a second. A man who had
ruled golf with an air of imperial invincibility was
consigned to also-ran status. That humiliation
would’ve been enough for most to call it a day.
That makes his recent achievement even more
remarkable and historic. And by the way I don’t
even like golf very much. Woods’ story shows
what can be achieved with hard work, resilience
and the support of the right people.
The life lessons that have come out of Tiger’s
comeback are profound and I’m feeling fired
up just writing this. I’ll be taking that feeling
of enthusiasm, belief and a willingness to work my
behind off as we grow the VISION publications
into other parts of Essex this year.
Our continued success is down to our readers and
advertisers. In just the same way Woods was spurred
on by his legions of fans, I’m grafting and loving
what I do by you, the readers and our army of
local advertisers. Thanks for your support.
		
Nik

DOWN: 1. REFORM, 2. BAZAAR, 3. SCRAP, 4. PARROTS, 5. SKIN DEEP, 6. GRAVEL, 12. AUTONOMY,
14. MALLETS, 16. EARTHS, 18. TILING, 19. CHUNKS, 20. HUTCH
ACROSS: 1. ROBINS, 7. CRACKERS, 8. FEZ, 9. AUPAIR, 10. NAVY, 11. MORAL, 13. STEEPLE, 15. CENTRAL,
17. OPTIC, 21. GRIN, 22. LAUREL, 23. ION, 24. THEMATIC, 25. HEDGES
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LONDON’S No 1 STEEL SUPPLIER
REINFORCING DIVISION

STEEL SECTIONS DIVISION

Cut & Bent Reinforcing Bar

Universal Beams * Universal Columns

Lenton Threading and Couplers

Channels * Angles * Plates * Flats

Reinforcing Accessories

Hollow Sections * Squares * Rectangles * Circles

Reinforcing Mesh

All cut to length

Large and Small Contracts

Crane off load available
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522311Co. LTD
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01708 559024
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BIG ENTRANCE

40 years on
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THATCHER’S

MAY 4 MARKS 40 YEARS SINCE MARGARET THATCHER BECAME THE
UK’S FIRST FEMALE PRIME MINISTER.

hile the current disillusionment over the role of politics in our lives requires little debate, at
least we are united in what has become a mutual collective sigh of discontent.
In the past, we didn’t even have that, notably when the incoming Conservative
government of 1979 left a nation severely divided.
The context of Margaret Thatcher’s promotion to Prime Minister is vital in the sense of understanding
her actions and bullish approach thereafter.
It’s fair to say the UK had been in economic and social turmoil for quite some time leading up to
the infamous Winter of Discontent strikes across late 1978 and early 1979. In the years before, the country’s
economy had been so weak that Labour’s Foreign Secretary James Callaghan warned his fellow Cabinet
members of a complete breakdown in democracy, brazenly stating “If I were a young man, I would emigrate”.
Despite the green shoots of recovery forming, the Conservatives won a 44-seat majority at the 1979 General
Election, and in the process Margaret Thatcher became the country’s first female Prime Minister.
When arriving at Downing Street for the first time as Prime Minister on May 4, 1979, Thatcher paraphrased
the misattributed Prayer of Saint Francis, in saying: “Where there is discord, may we bring harmony; Where
there is error, may we bring truth; Where there is doubt, may we bring faith; And where there is despair, may
we bring hope.”
Whether she and Thatcherism succeeded in those goals really depends what side of the political divide you
sit, but what can certainly be said without any conjecture is British politics, and British life,
would never be the same again.
While the Iron Lady’s devastating tourniquet-like grip on the economics
of government was designed to ease high levels of unemployment,
one of her greater legacies turned out to be deregulation. She saw
private ownership making labour markets more flexible, whilst at
the same time diminishing the power of the trade unions.
And while recession in the early 80s saw her popularity
wane, victory in the Falklands Conflict lifted the mood, and
subsequent election victories in 1983 and 1987 saw the
country begin to emerge as one of the world’s service and
financial sector giants.
But there was always a cost, and few forgave Thatcher for
the way she cut a swathe through the manufacturing and
mining industries, destroying not just job prospects but entire
communities.
And it was one controversial economic policy too far – the
Poll Tax – that eventually saw the Grantham girl hoisted by
her own petard. After being ousted as leader in 1990, she
quit the House of Commons entirely in 1992, accepting
a life peerage as Baroness Thatcher.
Thatcher died of a stroke in 2013, aged 87, and
while she left behind mixed feelings amongst
the electorate, it remains important to mark
the 40th anniversary of her entering Downing
Street.
At the time a landmark event for women
in politics, Thatcher drove a stake through a
male-driven institution that reflected its staid
values on an entire nation; and it’s fair to say
the promotion of strong women thereafter
came through in all sectors, all avenues,
and all corners of everyday life.
Photo credit: David Fowler/Shutterstock.com
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Fuelling the fires
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of restoration

Why the fire at Notre-Dame means this iconic building
will return even more significant than before.

W

hen fire ripped through Notre-Dame
Cathedral on the night of Monday, April
15, it not only threatened to destroy a
structure that had stood for 850 years, but tried
to take with it into the Paris sky some of the most
treasured artefacts and relics from an iconic city’s
incredible past.
That fire crews were able to limit damage at the
13th century building to just the central cathedral
and spire is a miracle in itself, and as folk all around
the world woke to the news that the rebuilding
process was already several hundred million euros
in – thanks to pledges from those of all backgrounds
– people could begin to come to terms with what
was yet another devastating night for a city that has
endured so much in recent times.
The trouble with Notre-Dame is it represents so
many different things to so many different people.
For the fiercely religious it is a spiritual place of

V8

worship, for others a symbol of historical excellence,
while those passionate about architecture or just
French culture will all lay claim to it.
Yet as one reporter said, events such as these are
what make cathedrals, castles, buildings, boats and
more, living, evolving objects. They are constantly
on the move, constantly living in the present, not
in history, and have enveloped and endured life
around them since the day they were made.
From a similar fire at Windsor Castle in 1992 –
which led to a £40million, five-year repair process
– to seeing the Cutty Sark reduced to a mass of
smouldering cinders in 2007, we are in an era
where sympathetic restoration can actually not just
repair, but breathe new life into these behemoths
of culture.
As the French President Emmanuel Macron said,
“She will return more beautiful than ever” – and with
yet another story to tell.
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Brentwood Jewellers are delighted to offer:
l Fine Diamond Specialists l Unique Handmade Jewellery
l GIA Certificated Diamond Rings l Bespoke Wedding Rings
l Bespoke Engagement Rings l Finest Handmade Diamond Rings
l Exceptional Service & Craftsmanship
l IN-HOUSE WORKSHOP FOR ALL JEWELLERY REPAIRS AND REMODELLING
Brentwood Jewellers

www.brentwoodjewellers.com
Telephone 01277 227401
Email robert@brentwoodjewellers.com
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Industrial

REVOLUTION
S

A12 Eastern Avenue

01708 736700

Romford

imple, stunning and easy to achieve,
industrial-inspired interiors are a fantastic
way to modernise a space in a unique and
impressive way.
Old factories and warehouses are rarely associated
with style and glamour, but as the industrial-style
trend proves, decor inspired by these buildings
can be both timeless and effortlessly modern. The
combination of exposed brickwork, oversized metal
light fittings and elements of natural wood create
the kind of space that is open, but also warm and
welcoming.
This is often thanks to the open plan design, a
look that comes from the presence of trendy lofts
and characterful workshops in cities that have been
converted to homes. But you don’t have to live in
an old shoe factory to achieve this look, as adding
just a few elements can really transform a space,
large or small.
So how do you achieve industrial style in your
home? Firstly consider your colour palette, which
ought to be neutral. Not white, but more of an earthy,

natural colour scheme with plenty of browns, tans
and greys. If you’re lucky enough to have exposed
brickwork, make this the centrepiece.
When selecting furniture, go for raw materials,
the more rugged the better. A large dining table for
example, made from reclaimed wood; armchairs
upholstered in buttery tanned leather; stainless
steel cabinets and antique hanging lighting features
with Edison bulbs that bathe the space in a warm,
golden glow.
Those who have money to burn can buy expensive
reproductions of vintage pieces, but anyone
wanting to create something that is truly unique
must be prepared for the treasure hunt, because
the industrial style by its very name requires pieces
to have history and a certain amount of wear and
tear.
So no, you don’t need to actually live in an old
factory to obtain this look, but were you to chance
upon some chairs or light fittings recently expelled
from one, they would be a valuable contribution to
your aesthetic.

sales@bodywash.uk

Essex

www.bodywash.uk

FOR UNBEATABLE SERVICE AND PRICES
NOBODY DOES IT BETTER
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For a rustic ceiling light fixture that would work perfectly in a country-style kitchen,
hang a ladder from the ceiling and attach as many bulb string lights as you wish.
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Uplifting light fixture
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It can be tricky to find space to put out all the drinks when you have a few friends
over for a BBQ, but this handy ladder drinks display unit is the ideal solution. All you
need is a ladder and a few wooden boards placed across the rungs and hey presto.

We don’t know many children who would object to having a climbing wall in their
bedrooms so why not make their day and save yourself a few pennies by creating
one with just a basic ladder. And if you have another spare, why not create some
indoor monkey bars too?

ORS - FRENCH DOORS - ROOFLINE
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Trendy outdoor bar display

Child’s climbing wall
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You can never have enough blankets, but they certainly take up a lot of space
underneath the bed. The solution? Use a leaning ladder as a vertical blanket storage
unit. Simply strip and varnish your ladder or paint in your desired colour and attach
o
to the wall.

If you are an avid reader but have minimal space, then a ladder book shelf is the
ideal invention for you. All you need to do is mount your ladder horizontally on
a spare wall, high enough to avoid appearing cluttered but not so high that you
cannot reach your treasured books and job done.
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hink that a ladder is just for accessing hard to reach places? Think again. This
essential DIY tool can be used in so many inventive ways; from storage to
decoration to a kid’s climbing wall. The possibilities are endless.

Quirky book shelf
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Modern design to traditional favourites

V

Bring warmth
and style to
your home
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Hinch

GUID E TO SANITY

S

Visit our showroom which is open Monday to Saturday
from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm, with ample free parking for all
of our customers.
You can either call us on 01268 768844, or see a member
of staff in store, and we can then make an appointment
with you to survey your chimney to advise you of the best
options available to you.
V14

01268 768844
www.phoenix-fireplaces.co.uk
sales@phoenix-fireplaces.com
Hawk Hill, Battlesbridge, Essex, SS11 7RJ
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he’s got over two million followers, has just released a book which became
the second fastest-selling title ever on the Bookseller’s non-fiction chart,
and even made a guest appearance on This Morning, so what is it that
makes Mrs Hinch so popular? Quite simply, she makes cleaning a cinch.
Anyone who has ever stared hopelessly down a filthy toilet bowl or spent
hours trying to successfully restore limescale-encrusted taps back to their
former shine, can appreciate that any hack is gratefully received when it comes
to the thankless task of cleaning.
That’s why even the most begrudging scrubber can enjoy the daily tips, tales
and musings of Instagram’s hottest ‘cleanfluencer’ Mrs Hinch – AKA former
hairdresser and Essex housewife Sophie Hinchliffe.
The 28-year-old social media star openly admits that cleaning provides a
positive outlet for her various anxiety issues, revealing that a thorough scrubbing
session can even ward off an impending
panic attack.
This notion that a clean house can help
create a clean mind is not a new one,
but her fuss-free and fun approach –
Mrs Hinch even names her favourite
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Decorate ...

With 0% finance available over three years,
it’s never been more affordable to get more
room for everything you love with Sliderobes.

CREATE
CREATE
THE
LOOK
CREATE
THE
LOOK
CREATE
CREATE
THE
LOOK
CREATE
THE
LOOK
CREATE
THE LOOK
THE
LOOK
THE LOOK

Call 0800 454 465 or go online now to arrange your FREE AT HOME CONSULTATION
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

BASILDON 01268 531144
Unit 3, Cranes Farm Rd, Basildon SS14 3JD

I

f you find yourself at home on a Friday night
staring at the four walls, there are one of two
things happening. One - you’re bored out of your
mind; two - you’ve already embraced some of the
brilliant design ideas below.
Whether you’re decorating the smallest of
spaces, or perhaps a room akin to Downton Abbey,
getting your walls working with your surroundings is
imperative for an inspirational home. Here are seven
sumptuous design dalliances:
One : Art
Either hung from the wall or propped against it,
art is a great method for matching wall colours to
that of furniture. A single-piece painting or perhaps
collection of record covers can immediately give a
room personality and a theme, and at low cost.
Two : Simple shelves
Practical and decorative, shelves can be thick, thin,
bracketed or suspended, but they add interest and
busyness to a space that needs livening up.
Three : You’ve been framed
A collection of different picture styles in a variety of

V16

to your taste

frames can speak so many moods and really create
a mixed identity to a wall. Never dull, it offers small
stories within one main visual.
Four : String it up
Hanging string or suspending plants across a wall
can draw the eye from one side to the other, with
the gentle sag of material taking away what can
sometimes be stark, sharp angles, particularly in
new-builds.
Five : Effortless entertainment
Pop into
Go ultra-modern with your ultimate entertainment
to see our range of shutters
wall, housing widescreen telly, gadgets, computer
we can supply and
Wefit
fit the highest quality, bespoke, hand-crafted plantation shutters
console screens, LED signs and anything else that
in Essex. Offering you ultimate style, choice and quality in your home.
screams ‘tech’.
KitchenCentro Showroom:
We fit the highest quality, bespoke, hand-crafted plantation shutters
Six : Mirror mirror
Great Eastern Road,
We fit theWe
highest
quality,
bespoke,
hand-crafted
plantation
shutters
fit the
highest
quality,
bespoke,
hand-crafted
plantation
shutters
Get bespoke,
a no-obligation
quote
today
- you
CALL:
01277
412178
in Essex.
Offering
ultimate
style,
choice andplantation
quality
in shutters
your
home.
We fit the highest quality,
hand-crafted
plantation
shutters
We
fit the
highest
quality,
bespoke,
hand-crafted
If you’re lacking surface area, a mirror is the best
Brentwood, CM14 5EH
in Essex. Offering
you ultimate
style,
choice
and
quality
in
yourhome.
home.
in
Essex.
Offering
you
ultimate
style,
choice
and
quality
in
your
in Essex.
Offering
you ultimate
Essex. Offering
you ultimate
style, choice
and quality
in your
home. style, choice and quality in your home.
We fit the highest quality, bespoke, in
hand-crafted
plantation
shutters
cheat going for reflecting, adding to and intimating
Get a no-obligation quote today - CALL: 01277 412178
in Essex. Offering you ultimate style, choice and quality in your home.
Get aa no-obligation
no-obligation
quote
today
CALL:
01277412178
412178
space and light.
Get
a no-obligation
quote
today
- CALL:
01277
Get
quote
today
- -CALL:
01277
412178
t 01277
412178
m 07962
356184
Get a no-obligation quote today
- CALL:
01277
412178
Seven : Astounding storage
e hello@stylehouseshutters.co.uk
Get a no-obligation quote today - CALL: 01277 412178
If you’re really clever you can make a design feature
t 01277
01277412178
412178 m07962
07962
356184
www.stylehouseshutters-essex.co.uk
356184
tt01277
412178 mm07962
356184
out of storage – suspend a bike, create a hat
412178 m 07962 356184
e hello@stylehouseshutters.co.uk
hello@stylehouseshutters.co.uk
t 01277 412178 m 07962 356184 t 01277
e
e hello@stylehouseshutters.co.uk
montage or show off your shoes!
www.stylehouseshutters-essex.co.uk
e hello@stylehouseshutters.co.uk e hello@stylehouseshutters.co.uk
t 01277 412178 m 07962 356184
www.stylehouseshutters-essex.co.uk
www.stylehouseshutters-essex.co.uk
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CREATE
THE LOOK

BESPOKE WINDOW SHUTTERS
CREATE
STYLISH
AND PRACTICAL
BESPOKE
WINDOW
SHUTTERS
BESPOKE
WINDOW
SHUTTERS
BESPOKE
WINDOW
SHUTTERS
BESPOKE WINDOW
SHUTTERS
THE LOOK
BESPOKE
WINDOW
SHUTTERS
STYLISH
AND
PRACTICAL
BESPOKE WINDOW SHUTTERS
STYLISH
AND
PRACTICAL
STYLISH
AND
PRACTICAL
STYLISH AND PRACTICAL
STYLISH
AND
PRACTICAL
STYLISH AND PRACTICAL

e hello@stylehouseshutters.co.uk www.stylehouseshutters-essex.co.uk
www.stylehouseshutters-essex.co.uk
www.stylehouseshutters-essex.co.uk
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Why choose Kutchenhaus? As the
largest retailer of quality German
engineered kitchens in the UK, we
deliver rigid pre-built luxury kitchens
manufactured in Germany at direct
from the factory prices. View your
dream kitchen in the luxurious
surroundings of the largest kitchen
showrooms in the UK.
Brentwood
Farnborough
London - Tottenham Court Road
London - Finchley Rd
Manchester
York

Kütchenhaus supply quality, German engineered
kitchens from Nobilia, one of the leading
manufacturers of fitted kitchens in Europe.

BUY NOW
PAY 2020

These kitchens are manufactured in Germany and
then delivered rigid, pre‑built to you – at direct
from factory prices. View your dream kitchen in the
luxurious surroundings of our kitchen showrooms
in Farnborough, London or Brentwood.

10% Deposit Only

3 years

0%

Interest free credit

*Terms & Conditions apply

Interest
free
credit

40%
OFF

furniture

l Full installation service or supply only

l 12 months ‘buy now’ and ‘pay later’ option
l Kitchens designed and built to order

l Free in-showroom design consultation
l Trade enquiries welcome

40%
OFF

Furniture

Kutchenhaus Limited, Unit 705 Kings Park, Severnside Trading Estate, Textilose Road, Trafford Park, Manchester Greater Manchester, M17 1WA, UNITED KINGDOM 05012625 acts as a credit broker and not the lender.
Kutchenhaus Limited only offers financial products from Barclays Partner Finance. Barclays Partner Finance acts as the lender.
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Why choose Kütchenhaus?
•

German engineered and
manufactured luxury kitchens
• Direct from the factory prices
• Full installation service or supply only
• 12 months ‘buy now’ and ‘pay later’ option
Barclays Partner Finance is a trading name of Clydesdale Financial Services Limited a wholly owned subsidiary of Barclays Bank PLC. Clydesdale Financial Services Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authori
nancial Services Regi
ster number 311753)
Registered
in Englto
and. order
Registered No 2901725. Registered office: 1 Churchil Place, London. E14 5HP. Credit is subject to application and status.
• ty (FiKitchens
designed
and
built
• Free in showroomViSIOn
design BrentwoodOngar
consultation
edition36 | to advertise call 01277 554045 V19
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LOCAL NEWS
from your neighbourhood

COME AND SEE OUR NEW SHOWROOM

Cadet bestowed top

10a Radford Crescent, Billericay, CM12 0DU
01277 655679 or 07790 556863
www.billericaykitchens.co.uk
KUHLMANN – GERMAN KITCHENS & SECOND NATURE

honour by Lord-Lieutenant
A

student from Brentwood School has been
appointed as one of the Lord-Lieutenant’s cadets
(LLC).
Catherine Prior has been given this prestigious role
for 2019, acknowledging her outstanding contribution
to the cadet service and the community.
The Lord-Lieutenant of Essex, Mrs Jennifer
Tolhurst, inaugurated Petty Officer (PO) Prior at a
special ceremony and reception held at County Hall,
Chelmsford, recently.
PO Prior was nominated, following a rigorous
selection process, as an outstanding cadet to

represent the five Combined Cadet Forces from
across the county.
During her year serving as the LLC, she will join the
Lord-Lieutenant in carrying out her duties as HM The
Queen’s representative for the county of Essex.
Mrs Tolhurst said: “I could not be more proud of my
cadets. The Lord-Lieutenant’s cadets are chosen as
the best of their organisation. They are always smart
and courteous; they manage their very full lives well;
they are confident and fun to be with.
“I wish them very well for the future and look forward
to working with my 2019 cadets.”

Brentwood’s best emerge victorious at hospice quiz

S

even BBC Eggheads and snooker champion
Steve Davis challenged more than 700 quizzers
when they came together in aid of a local hospice.
A team from Brentwood emerged victorious at the
Big Orange Quiz in aid of St Francis Hospice.
Event organiser Juliette Whittaker said: “A massive

V20

thank you to everyone who came along and
supported this year’s Big Orange Quiz and made it
such a success.
“There was such a fantastic atmosphere and the
feedback we’ve had so far has been so positive with
people still buzzing from the evening.”
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V
BESPOKE LUXURY
WORKTOPS AT
MANUFACTURER’S
PRICES
Call: 01277 212 221
w w w.Wor k top4 Les s .c o m
FREE AMAZON ECHO DOT
WITH EVERY ORDER PLACED!

Alex and friends are
setting out to challenge MND

DAVID LEPINE
PAINTER – DECORATOR
REPAIRS AND MORE
I’ve been a part of the Tony Baxter Team for
the last 15 years. As Tony has now retired
I will be carrying on with my own smaller team
producing high quality work, fully insured,
delivering a clean reliable service with better
competitive prices, plus no VAT.
Kind regards,

Office: 01277 549277 n Mobile: 07960 741973
Website: www.davidlepinedecorating.co.uk
Email: d-lep@msn.com
V22
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A

man who was diagnosed with Motor Neurone
Disease (MND) has set up a charity to provide
support to those living with the condition so they can
complete memorable challenges.
Since Alex Gibson was diagnosed with MND, he has
so far cycled the Outer Hebrides, walked over 100
miles in one weekend and cycled from Brentwood to
Guildford and back in the space of 36 hours.
Motor Neurone Disease is a rapidly progressing
neurological disease that affects the brain and the
spinal cord. Cruelly, whilst the body fails, the brain
remains sharp, leaving people locked in a failing body,
unable to move, talk, swallow and eventually breathe.
Through Challenging MND, Alex and his fellow
trustees, friends James and Andrew, who are from

LOCAL NEWS BRENTWOOD

Worktop4Less

Brentwood, are setting out to create memorable
challenges for people living with MND, giving them,
their friends, and families lifelong memories.
The charity aims to ensure that there are no
obstacles, whether they are financial or training
equipment, preventing these amazing challenges from
happening.
Challenging MND is actively raising funds to
support new and exciting challenges. Sponsorship
opportunities are also available.
Upcoming events include the family MUD run at the
Nuclear Races on June 15 and a charity golf day at
Stock Brook Golf Club on June 27.
For more information on the charity and forthcoming
events, go to www.challengingmnd.org

Staff cut hair for Little Princess Trust
S

taff from a solicitors firm with offices in Brentwood and Romford, have cut
their hair for charity.
On April 1, Esther Marshall, Joanne Wood and Rebecca Haynes from Mullis
& Peake LLP Solicitors, each cut their hair to send off to the Little Princess
Trust who create real hair wigs for children and young women with cancer.
A spokesperson from Mullis & Peake LLP Solicitors said: “The three ladies
managed to raise over £500 for the charity on their Just Giving page, which will
go a long way to helping the organisation.”
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Kitchens
Bedrooms
Home Office
CELEBRATING OUR 40th YEAR IN BUSINESS

Fifteen lambs rescued
by an animal sanctuary
H

opefield Animal Sanctuary rescued 15
lambs recently.
Staff at the Brentwood sanctuary had to
move quickly to rescue the animals and they have now
been taken to their new home.
Posting on Facebook, a spokesperson said: “There
are four boys and 11 girls, all between one-and-ahalf to three weeks old. They arrived a little confused
but were soon settled in to their new forever home
#hereatHopefield.
“The lambs will need to be bottle-fed around the
clock by the staff and volunteers and receive extra love
and care in these crucial early days. They are currently
drinking around four litres of milk between them at

every feed. They will also need to have a milk replacer
until they are eight weeks old.
“One of the lambs, named Squiggly, cannot stand at
the moment and will need to have extra special care
and vet treatment to see if anything can be done.”
The sanctuary is calling for the public’s help to raise
funds to help care for the lambs.
The spokesperson continued: “A rescue this big
requires much time and funding. The vet bills are
hard to estimate as this stage but could be extensive
depending on their health. Milk replacer costs £40 per
bag and the future enclosure that will need to be built
will cost between £3,000 and £6,000, as well as our
extra staffing costs.”

Residents call for a cinema in the town
A

petition has been set up on change.org to bring a
cinema to Brentwood.
It was created by Patricia Whiteley who wrote: “It’s
been a long time, way too long, since we had a cinema
in Brentwood and we are fed up with the empty
promises to make it happen. Fed up with seeing
empty buildings that could house it. A multiplex is not
for us, we need something small, intimate and local.”
Resident Wendy Stephen is supporting the petition.
Giving her reasons, she said: “I signed and supported
this petition in favour of a cinema in Brentwood as I
V24

believe it would be very beneficial by greatly enhancing
the vitality of the town.
“It would give residents in Brentwood and in
surrounding towns of all ages an option to have
somewhere to go to socialise and have added local
entertainment. It would also add value to the town in
terms of employment whilst also generating money for
local restaurants, pubs and such like as part of visitors
cinema trips.”
To sign, visit www.change.org/p/alex-bring-backmovies-to-brentwood
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Manufacture
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Install

Tel: 01268 525216
www.emersoninteriors.co.uk
Design Studio Unit 8-9 Cranes Close, Basildon, SS14 3JB
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YOUR MOBILE
FLOORING COMPANY

OFFERING OUR FAST & EFFICIENT SERVICES
AT COMPETITIVE PRICES!

CALL US NOW FOR YOUR FREE
SHOP AT HOME EXPERIENCE

01277 211 822 or 07545 215 838
Web: www.flooringemporiumltd.co.uk Email: flooringemporium@outlook.com
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Nuclear Races to present Muddy Mayhem
S
t Clare Hospice has joined forces with the Nuclear
Races in Brentwood to bring their latest mudloving fundraiser to local people this summer.
On Sunday, July 7 you will have the opportunity to
channel your inner mud-lover whilst raising vital funds
for St Clare Hospice.
Muddy Mayhem includes a 5k mud run at the wellknown Nuclear Races venue in Brentwood, and
boasts many of the renowned Nuclear obstacles such
as the zip wire and deathslide.
In total, there are 40 obstacles to take on throughout
the run to challenge even the toughest mud-lovers.
Challenges and events fundraiser at St Clare,
Emma Broadbent, said: “Mud runs have really gained
popularity in the last several years and it’s no wonder
why – because they really are so fun and exciting.
“There’s no better feeling that gathering up your
friends and taking part in a wacky event like Muddy
Mayhem – and when you know its all to raise funds for

charity, it makes it even more special.”
St Clare Hospice invites everyone to come
and take on the challenge from 10.15am –
with the race setting off at 11am.
Registration is £50 per adult and £40 per
child (aged between 13 and 17 years old) and
St Clare suggests participants aim to raise
£100 in sponsorship.
Participants must be aged 13 and over to
take part.
Registration includes a St Clare T-shirt and medal.
Once each participant has registered, they will be sent
a link for the Nuclear Races Disclaimer which they
must complete before the event.
To sign up, visit stclarehospice.org.uk/event/muddymayhem
Alternatively, get in touch with Emma on 01279
773754 or email emma.broadbent@stclarehospice.
org.uk

2018 Civic Award winners are announced
T

Call us on

#15% OFF MY NEW FLOOR!

Hospice partners with

LOCAL NEWS BRENTWOOD

Carpet • Wood • Luxury Vinyl Tiles • Laminate • Vinyl • Rugs • Restoration

Photo credit: St Clare Hospice

FLOORING EMPORIUM LTD

V

This voucher entitles me to 15% OFF my new carpet,
luxury vinyl tiles, wood, laminate, sheet vinyl or rug!
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he winners of the Civic Awards have been
announced by Brentwood Borough Council.
The awards recognise individuals who have
dedicated their time to help others in Brentwood.
Sam Hatcher-Staines (Young Volunteer of the
Year), Mike Hawkins and Mike Conyers (Lifetime
Achievement) were presented with the awards at the
Civic Dinner on April 5.
Sam Hatcher-Staines said: “It’s a surprise and an
honour to be given this award, like most people I
was raised on the idea success is based on a how
much you earn and own but I learned very young that

wasn’t the case.”
Mike Hawkins said: “I am honoured and delighted at
the decision to grant me a lifetime achievement award
and I would like to thank everyone involved, especially
those who nominated me.”
Mike Conyers said: “I was shocked and surprised as
I was not expecting the award. I feel highly honoured
and extremely grateful and shall treasure it. I was
asked the question why do I do it; I feel life has got to
be a challenge not a threat and I follow the words of
Helen Keller who was blind and deaf who said that life
is a daring adventure or nothing at all.”
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Art Trail returns next month
T

he Brentwood Art Trail is coming to town
between June 8 and June 23.
It is part of the eleventh Essex Summer of
Art, which showcases artists from across the
county from May through to October.
The Brentwood Art Trail is now in its tenth
year and a great way to enjoy the artwork of
the borough’s many talented artists.
Visitors can see a variety of work that will
be displayed in participating shops, businesses and
organisations throughout the borough.
As well as the trail itself, this year there will be
additional events for the community to enjoy, including
workshops and live activities taking place in June.
For the first time, there will also be a children’s
version of the Brentwood Art Trail to encourage more

families to get involved by exploring the borough and
enjoying the art on show.
Art teacher, face painter and artist Sue Mills said:
“I’ve taken part in the Brentwood Art Trail for the past
few years and it’s great to be part of this local event.
“I’ve exhibited in various venues around Brentwood
and Shenfield and it is always a bonus when a piece
sells too. I’m looking forward to this year’s event and
hope everyone enjoys seeing what the local artist
community can do.”
Residents and visitors can follow the event online via
@bwdarttrail on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter.
The Brentwood Art Trail is supported by the
Brentwood Business Partnership (BBP), a partnership
between Brentwood businesses, local business
organisations and Brentwood Borough Council.

Rotary Club to give £10k award

B

rentwood a Becket Rotary Club is offering the
chance for local charities, voluntary groups
and not-for-profit businesses to bid for an award of
£10,000 to develop their organisation.
The award is being offered to mark the start of its
40th anniversary as a member of the rotary movement.
It will be available to those based in Brentwood or
neighbouring districts who have clients in Brentwood
or plan to use the award to expand into Brentwood.
The neighbouring districts include Chelmsford,
Basildon, Thurrock, Epping Forest and Havering.
A spokesperson from the rotary club said:
“Applicants will need to show that the money would
be used for something new such as a new service,
extension of an existing service, new equipment or
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vehicles or a training programme.
“Brentwood a Becket Rotary Club raises over
£60,000 for charity every year, mainly from the
Brentwood Half Marathon, but also the Christmas
collections and Big Quiz Night.
“This money is donated throughout the year to many
local, national and international organisations through
the club’s charitable trust.
“Whilst there will be only one winner of the award,
the club will follow up some of the other applications
to see whether a smaller donation can be made. “
The application form can be found online at www.
rotarybrentwood.org
Forms will need to be submitted by the end of May
and the winner will be announced by mid-July.
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Repairs & Home Maintenance
Call now
for a Free
Quote
Former employees of Tony Baxter for over 13 years

* Interior Decorating * Exterior Decorating
* Wallpaper Hanging * Plastering/Over Artex
* Carpentry Work * Plumbing
* Electrical & Much More…

NO JOB TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL
For high quality work & reliable business call

07908 170777 / 07702 430866

harveysdecor@gmail.com
www.harveyspaintersanddecorators.co.uk

Extensions - Conversions - New Builds
Planning Applications - Building Regulations

RJB Architect is a small, friendly architectural
practice based in Essex where you receive
a personal service.
My clients are mainly private individuals
looking to convert, alter or extend their
existing homes.
Please take time to have a look through
the website and feel free to contact me if
you have any queries
www.RJBarchitect.com

M - 07979 570036

richard@rjbarchitect.com

B R OA D WAY K I T C H E N S
MANUFACTURER OF LUXURY BESPOKE KITCHENS
www.BespokeKitchensbyBroadway.com

Cheryl’s career reaches
new heights at The Galleries

T

he head concierge at an exclusive estate in
Brentwood is celebrating two years in the role.
Cheryl Whiting oversees the day-to-day running
of the buildings and estate at City & Country’s listed
building conversion The Galleries in Warley.
Cheryl proved her worth as soon as she was hired.
She was always happy to go above and beyond
her normal duties, by staying on late to support the
caretaking team with deliveries, taking on additional
jobs and learning new skills.
Cheryl explained: “I fell in love with the building and
grounds when I started here as cleaner, and as I got
more involved with the day-to-day running, I took
even more pride in everything I did. When the head
concierge job came up, I knew it was something
I could do - and more importantly that I really, really
wanted it.”
Cheryl hasn’t looked back.
She revealed: “It really has been a life-changing role

LOCAL NEWS BRENTWOOD

HARVEY’S
Painters & Decorators

for me and it’s the only job that I’ve ever
done where I wake up and look forward to
going to work.”
“I absolutely love the building and stunning
grounds here at The Galleries and that
gives me extra motivation to ensure that
everything is kept in immaculate condition and that our
residents receive the high level of service they expect.
Given the nature of the job and high expectations from
residents, it’s not always straightforward, and every
day we face different challenges - but being head
concierge is all about dealing with any situation with a
cool head and a professional manner.”
Neil Robinson is managing director of Encore which
manages The Galleries.
He added: “We’re delighted to see what an asset
Cheryl has become to Encore and to the residents at
The Galleries, who can rest assured that their homes
are in good hands.”

Take part in an out-of-this-world challenge
S
Visit our Essex showroom to see and feel the quality. Call to discuss your kitchen project
and book a FREE design consultation today!
Essex Tel: 01277 212 221
98 High Street, Brentwood, CM14 4AP
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taff from Brentwood Library are encouraging
children to take part in their Summer Reading
Challenge.
Space Chase, inspired by the 50th anniversary
of the first moon landing, will run from July 20 until
September 2.
Children aged between three and 12 will be
challenged to read six books to earn space-themed
stickers. If they complete the challenge, they will also
receive a certificate and medal.
For more information, visit libraries.essex.gov.uk/

news/space-chase-summer-reading-challenge-2019
The library is also looking for volunteers aged 14 and
over to help children with this year’s challenge.
They will sign children up to the challenge, talk to
them about their books, and hand out stickers and
rewards.
Volunteers will need to be able to commit a minimum
of 18 hours from July 20 to September 2.
For more information about volunteering, visit
libraries.essex.gov.uk/news/summer-readingchallenge-2019-volunteer-applications-open-now
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BURGHART for BRENTWOOD
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Alex Burghart MP for Brentwood and Ongar

A

constant subject of concern in my MP’s
postbag is climate change. People are
becoming more and more aware of the
environment, its fragility and our need to
preserve it — and whilst we have made great
strides, there is still far more we can do.
The Government’s 25-Year Environment
Plan sets out a framework to ensure that we
hand the next generation a cleaner, more
sustainable country than the one that we
inherited. It includes tackling the scourge
of plastic, delivering cleaner air and water
and, crucially, using the opportunity Brexit
provides to develop our own bespoke
agricultural and fisheries policies with a
more sustainable focus.
It is clear that tackling climate change is
at the forefront of people’s minds and we
should be proud of our achievements thus far as

the UK has reduced greenhouse gas emissions by
25 per cent since 2010 - faster than any other G20
country. We were the first country in the world to
commit to phase out unabated coal power by 2025
and have invested £52 billion in renewable energy
since 2010 with 400,000 people now working in lowcarbon businesses.
We are also tackling poor air quality through the
Clean Air Strategy, banning petrol and diesel cars by
2040, investing millions in greener public transport,
electric and hydrogen vehicles. The 5p charge on
single-use plastic bags has reduced their use by 85
per cent with each person on average now using
25 bags a year compared to 140 before the charge
came into effect.
I know that the urgency of cleaning up our country
and our planet is felt by many individuals and groups
locally. Rest assured, I understand the need for us
to act.

ESTABLISHED 11 YEARS
FREE PLANNING & DESIGN CONSULTATION

www.alexburghart.org.uk
V32
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Enquiries: 01277 233378
or email sales@theradiatorgallery.com • www.theradiatorgallery.com
5-7 Coptfold Rd, Brentwood,Essex, CM14 4BN
Simply-burlingtonbathrooms.co.uk • Freestanding-baths.co.uk
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Unit 15 Cockridden Farm Industrial Estate, Brentwood Road, Brentwood, Essex, CM13 3LH
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Gas Safe Registered
Plumbing:
GasContractor
Safe Plumbing:
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NICEIC Approved
& Domestic Installer
Boiler
servicing
& landlord
reports
Boiler
servicing
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reports
NICEIC Approved Contractor &
Domestic
Installer

New
boilers
/ repairs
Plumbing:
New
boilers
/ repairs
Unit 15 Cockridden Farm Industrial Estate, Brentwood
Road,
Brentwood,
Essex,
CM13 3LH
Boiler servicing & landlord reports
Bathrooms & kitchens
Plumbing:

Bathrooms & kitchens
Locally New
based
company
in Brentwood,
boilers
/ repairs
Drainage
works
Boiler
servicing
& landlord
reports
Telephone: 01277 810005 Fax:
01277 810027
Drainage works
Bathrooms
&/ kitchens
with over
25boilers
years
experience. E-mail: t-p-s-l@btconnect.com
New
repairs
Powerflushing
Drainage
works
Bathrooms
& kitchens
Powerflushing
Our range
of services
include: Website: www.timminspsl.co.uk
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to carry
the work
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810005
Fax: 01277
810027in our attached invoice. We hope you are pleased
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Telephone: 01277 810005 Fax: 01277 810027
E-mail: t-p-s-l@btconnect.com
Unit 15 Cockridden Farm Industrial Estate, Brentwood
Road,
Brentwood, Essex, CM13 3LH
Website:
www.timminspsl.co.uk
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Powerflushing
Drainage
Thank youworks
for asking us to carry out the work detailed in our attached invoice. We hope you are pleased

Powerflushing
PLUMBING
with the completed work and please do not hesitate to contact us if you any have problems at all. Electrical:
We will

l
l
l
l
l

do our best to&deal
with all your
enquiries.
All aspects of domestic, commercial and industrial electrical
Boiler servicing
landlord
reports
Electrical:
works Electrical:
New boilers / repairs
Allrange
aspects
of domestic,
and industrial electrical
Electrical:
Did you know we are able to offer a very
wide
of services?
Thesecommercial
include:
Security systems
andaspects
alarms of domestic, commercial and industrial electrical
All
works
Bathrooms & kitchens
All aspects of domestic, commercial and industrial electrical
Replacement consumer units
Security
systems
and
alarms
works
works
Drainage works
Gas Safe Registered
Periodic inspections and testing
Replacement
consumer
units Installer
Security
systems
alarms
NICEIC Approved
Contractor
&and
Domestic
Security
systems
and alarms
Full rewires, PAT
testing and
fault finding
Powerflushing
Periodic
inspections
andunits
testing
Replacement
consumer

Replacement consumer units
Full
rewires,
PAT testing
and fault finding
Periodic
inspections
and testing
Roofing:
Boiler servicing & landlord reports Full rewires, PAT testing and fault finding
Periodic inspections and testing
l All aspects of
domestic, commercial and
Moss removal from all types of roofs
Roofing:
New boilers / repairs
Full rewires, PAT testing and fault finding
Gutter
repairs
/
replacements
/
cleaning
light
industrial
electrical
works
Bathrooms
& kitchens
Moss removal
from
all types of roofs
Roofing:
Valley and chimney re-pointing / repairs
Drainage
works
Gutter
repairs
/from
replacements
/ cleaning
l Security
Moss
removal
all types of
roofs
systems
and
alarms
Powerflushing
Replacement roof tiles
Valley
and chimney
re-pointing
/ repairs
Gutter repairs
/ replacements
l Replacement
Roofing:
consumer
units / cleaning
Replacement
roof tiles
Valley and chimney
re-pointing / repairs
l Periodic inspections and testing
Moss removal from all types of roofs
Replacement roof tiles
Electrical:
l Full rewires, PAT testing and fault finding All aspects of domestic,
Guttercommercial
repairs and
/ replacements
industrial electrical/ cleaning
Building:
works
Valley
and
chimney
re-pointing / repairs
ROOFING
Building:
Decorating / Painting
Security
systems and alarms
Replacement
roof
tiles
l All aspects of roofing / flat roof works / Replacement
Decorating
/ Painting
consumer units
Building:
Plastering / Rendering
Periodic inspections
and/ /testing
Plastering
Rendering
Decorating
Painting
Wall re-pointing / repairs
lead works
Full rewires,Plastering
PATre-pointing
testing
and fault
finding
Wall
/ repairs
/ Rendering
l Gutter repairs / replacements / cleaning
he annual Steam Gala returns to Epping Ongar
the children entertained with some of their favourite
Wall re-pointing / repairs
Roofing:
l Valley and
chimney re-pointing / repairs
Railway
month.
characters visiting the railway.
The above list is not exhaustive. If you would like further information,
pleasenext
call us.
Moss removal from all types of roofs
The above
list is not exhaustive. If you would like further information,
please call us.
l Replacement
In addition to the domestic fleet, the gala, being held
Epping Ongar Railway is also looking for people who
roofrepairs
tiles
Building:
Gas Safe Registered
Gutter
/ replacements / cleaning
The above
listchimney
is not exhaustive.
you would NICEIC
like further
information,
please
callESTIMATES
us. Installer WITH NO OBLIGATION
on June
7, 8 and 9,/ isPainting
scheduled to include the United
would like to join their society as a volunteer and are
Approved
Contractor
& Domestic
and
re-pointing / If
repairs
FREE
Decorating
BUILDING Valley
Replacement roofFREE
tiles ESTIMATES WITH NO OBLIGATION
States Transportation Corps S160 Class 2-8-0 tender
particularly keen to enhance their volunteer catering
FREE ESTIMATES WITH NO OBLIGATION
Plastering
/ Rendering
l Decorating / Painting
Company Registration
Registration No
No 7489919
7489919 Vat
Vat No
No 105
105 1563
1563 52
52locomotive,
Company
courtesy
of the Churnet Valley Railway team at North Weald.
Company Registration No 7489919 Vat No 105 1563 52
Registered Office:
Office: Friend
Friend Boyden
Boyden &
& Co
Co
Registered
l Plastering / Rendering CompanyRegistered
Wall
re-pointing
/ repairs
Office:
Friend Boyden
& 105
Co 1563 52
and3EU
the
owners
Batt Holden
Limited.
The team work under the supervision of the
Registration
No 7489919
Vat No
16 Herongate
Herongate Trading
Trading Estate,
Estate, Paycocke
Paycocke Road,
Road, Basildon,
Basildon, Essex
Essex SS14
SS14
3EU
16
16 Herongate Trading
Estate,Office:
Paycocke
Road,
Basildon,
Essex SS14 3EU
Registered
Friend
Boyden
&
Co
It will be accompanied by the Caledonian Railway
professional catering manager and assist serving
l Wall re-pointing / repairs
Building:
16 Herongate Trading Estate, Paycocke Road, Basildon, Essex SS14 3EU
Decorating / Painting
No. 419, 0-4-4T locomotive, courtesy of the Scottish customers with drinks and food.
Plastering / Rendering
Railway Preservation Society.
All society members receive complimentary copies
The above
Wall re-pointing
/ repairslist is not exhaustive. If you would like further information, please call us.
An intensive service will operate over all three
of the quarterly magazine Mixed Traffic, normally
days and, as usual, the fleet of heritage buses will priced at £3.
The above list is not exhaustive. If you would like further information, please call us.FREE ESTIMATES WITH
OBLIGATION
beNO
operating
between Ongar, North Weald, Epping
For more information on joining the society email
underground and Shenfield stations.
membership@eorailway.co.uk or visit www.eorailway.
FREE
ESTIMATES
WITH
NO
OBLIGATION
Tel: 01277 810005 | Email: office@timminspsl.co.uk Company Registration No 7489919 This
Vat No
105 1563
52 events are being held to keep
month,
several
co.uk
No 7489919
Vat No
105 1563 52
Unit 15, Cockridden Farm Company
EstateRegistration
Brentwood
Road
Herongate
Brentwood CM13 3LH
Registered Office: Friend Boyden & Co
Registered Office: Friend Boyden & Co
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16 Herongate Trading Estate, Paycocke Road, Basildon, Essex SS14 3EU 16 Herongate Trading Estate, Paycocke Road, Basildon, Essex SS14 3EU
Plumbing:
ELECTRICAL

New season in full swing
at Epping Ongar Railway
T

Please contact us for further information on all our services
www.timminspsl.co.uk
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Has Your Double
Glazing Steamed Up?
Woman completed marathon

in memory of cousin and grandad

woman from Greensted in Ongar ran the London
Marathon on April 28 in memory of family members
who both died in the care of St Clare Hospice.
Danielle Corrigan joined 11 other runners on Team St
Clare who were raising vital funds for the charity.
She said: “In March 2013, as a family we were told
most possibly the worst news in the world.
“My 19-year-old cousin Charlotte had been
diagnosed with terminal liver cancer, which later
spread to other organs. A few months prior to this
heartbreaking news, my grandad was also diagnosed
with mesothelioma, another incurable disease.
“St Clare Hospice supported us all: when our world
came crashing down; when the days seemed so dark.
“The doctors and nurses stuck by both their sides

right until the very end, making them comfortable and
allowing us to create unforgettable, lasting memories.
“St Clare provided the most amazing love, care and
support, not only to Charlotte and grandad, but to all
of us as a family. And they continue to do so.”
The first-time London Marathon runner decided that
she wanted to give back to the charity and hoped to
raise £2,5000 for St Clare.
Danielle added: “I am full of mixed emotions ahead
of the big day, but I can’t wait to run in memory of the
two most loving people in the world.”
To sponsor Danielle, visit uk.virginmoneygiving.com/
DanielleCorrigan
At the time of going to print, Danielle was about to
take on the 26.2 mile run.

Established for over a
decade Cloudy2Clear
windows have become
a leading company
for glass replacement.
Issues with double
glazing can often be
gradual and may only
be noticed during a
clear sunny day or
during the winter. A
failed glass unit may
no longer provide you
with the protection
you need or be energy
efficient. Why not
spend a few minutes
checking your home
to see if you have any
failed double glazing?
If you act now you can
avoid these problems.
Now, you may think
you need to replace the

whole window including
the frames and all the
hardware, however
Cloudy2Clear have come
up with a simple and
cost saving solution…
Just replace the glass!!
If you see
condensation in your
windows just visit our
website or give us a call
on 0800 61 21 118. We
will send out our highly
experienced engineers
for a free no obligation
quote. A Cloudy2Clear
quote takes on average
no longer than 20
minutes. Once the
quote is completed,
we will sit down with
you and explain the
problem and tell you
how we can fix it. With

years of experience
Cloudy2Clear have a
wealth of knowledge
and are recognised
as a Which Trusted
Trader, plus our
work is backed by
an industry leading
25 year guarantee.
Cloudy2Clear also
replace faulty locks
handles and hinges on
all windows and doors.
Your friendly local
Cloudy2Clear specialist
is Chris Miller and he
services the Chelmsford,
Brentwood & Basildon
areas.
So, if your windows
are steamed up, broken
or damaged give Chris a
call for a free quotation
on 0800 61 21 118.

Cloudy2Clear
GUARANTEE All
Customers That An
Average Quote Will
Take No Longer
Than 20 MINS!!!

Cloudy2Clear Windows...
Service With A Smile!

Hospice partners with business for Wills month

S

t Clare Hospice has partnered with a business in
Ongar to mark Wills Month.
They are inviting everyone to make or amend their
will between June 3 and June 28.
Baxter Harries, in High Street, is one of eight
solicitors’ offices taking part.
Sarah Thompson, CEO at St Clare Hospice, said:
“All of us want to secure the best possible future for
our families. “However, making a will is not often the
first thing on our list when we think of how we can
ensure our loved ones are cared for.
“More than half of adults living in the UK admit that

V36

they do not have a will.
“Having a will in place ensures that you will be able
to provide for your loved ones, spouse and children
after you are gone. Our homes, possessions and what
we have worked for in life are so important to many of
us - so why not protect them through a will?”
For a suggested minimum donation to St Clare, you
will be able to make your will with a local solicitor. The
entire cost of this will be donated.
The suggested minimum donations are: £130 for a
single will; £180 for a double will; £90 for an amended
will.
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Residential Dementia – Nursing – Residential

Our kind and caring team provides a range of personalised residential dementia, nursing and residential
care. The home includes a variety of features to support residents to feel at home such as en-suite
bedrooms, welcoming lounge and dining areas and beautiful landscaped gardens. Fresh homemade
meals and a variety of activities tailored to our residents’ hobbies and interests ensure there is always
something for residents to enjoy.

Personalised Dementia Care
In our residential dementia suites, our trained teams focus on our residents’ emotional and
physical wellbeing – supporting them to lead happy and contented lives whilst living with dementia.
Our personalised and sensitive approach to dementia care is unpinned by our dedicated
dementia strategy – strengthened by a close partnership with the Association for Dementia
Studies,
ledalways
by Professor
Dawn Brooker.
‘The
staff are
very friendly

and
anything
we ask for isabout
never how we could help you, please don’t hesitate to get in touch
For
more information
too
trouble. Ibelow
would or feel free to pop in for a coffee and a chat.
RESPITE BREAK
onmuch
the number
recommend
this
care home
to
‘The staff are
always
very friendly
anybody
who requires
thisistype
and anything
we ask for
never
of too
care.
Many
thanks’
much
trouble.
I would
RESPITE BREAK

of

resident
OFFERS ~

recommend
this care home to
~Husband
of resident~
anybody who requires this type
of care. Many thanks’
~Husband of resident~

Brentwood Care Centre
Larchwood Gardens, Pilgrims Hatch
Brentwood Care
Centre
Brentwood
CM15
9NG

Call us for
OFFERS
information
Call us for
information

Larchwood Gardens, Pilgrims Hatch
Telephone:
01277 375 316
Brentwood CM15 9NG

Email: michael.krasser@ranccare.co.uk | www.rchcarehomes.co.uk

Telephone: 01277 375 316

Email: marketing@ranccare.co.uk | www.rchcarehomes.co.uk
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inc, based in Ongar, is delighted to be named as
the lead charity at the Blackmore Village Fayre
2019.
The fayre is a biannual event for the community, by
the community and this year it has a musicals theme.
Starting with a barn dance on May 11, there will be
a full programme of events for all the family over the
weekend of May 24 to May 26.
You can join in with the Festival of Sports, check out
the fantastic entries in the scarecrow competition,
watch some amazing live music on both the Saturday
and Sunday nights, enjoy the Grand Parade and
the Village Fayre, get involved in the kids games,
dog show or soapbox trials, as well as much more
besides.
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Zinc will be there with a free creative arts workshop
for all, running stalls and even appearing in the Grand
Parade.
A spokesperson from Zinc said: “As the lead
charity for the 2019 event, Blackmore’s support will
enable Zinc, an Ongar-based community hub and
arts education centre, to continue its vital work in
raising aspirations for all and helping to create a more
inclusive society where everyone can achieve their
potential.
“Blackmore’s support will provide bursary places
and allow an increased outreach programme for
lonely, isolated or members of the community.”
For more information about the fayre, visit www.
blackmorevillagefayre.co.uk

Man charged for burglary and theft
A

B
Larchw
B

man from Ongar has been arrested and charged
with a number of offences in connection with
burglary and theft incidents.
The 27-year-old was arrested on April 3 and has
been charged with burglary, aggravated vehicle
taking, handling stolen goods and a public order
offence.

The arrest was made after an address in Fencepiece
Road, Chigwell was broken into between 9am and
12pm on March 21, while a grey Audi A5 was stolen
from an address in Pancroft, Abridge between 5pm
on January 10 and 2am on January 11.
At the time of going to print, the man was next due
to appear at Snaresbrook Crown Court on May 3.
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DON’T JUST TAKE
OUR WORD FOR IT...

‘

ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS

NO JOB TOO SMALL
Fuse Board upgrades
Fault finding and Repairs

Dear Nik,
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you and your
team at VISION for the expert way you have promoted my
business in your magazines.
Working with you and your team at VISION has made the process of
advertising incredibly easy.
From our first meeting you explained the benefits to me of advertising
with VISION , making sure my advert sent across the right message to
potential customers and keeping it really simple with the design yet
effective.
I now only use VISION for all my marketing needs and have since
increased my advertising with VISION in more of their magazines
around Essex.
It has really taken my business to the next level.
I would have no hesitation in recommending VISION
to any person or company looking to get more
business in the local area.

Painter & Decorator

10% Off

ﬁnal quote for two rooms or more

10% Off

ﬁnal quote for pensioners

Inspections and testing

Email t.lowry1@sky.com
Mobile 07526 785946
Home 01708 227365

Appliance installation/showers/cookers

www.terrylowrypainterdecorator.co.uk

Full Re wires

188 Corbets Tey Road
Upminster, Essex
RM14 2EJ

Kitchen/Bathroom electrics

Extra sockets and lighting

JOE: 07737 447 302
pesolutions@hotmail.com

Fully Insured
Quality Assured

‘

Your sincerely,

PARKER

TERRY
LOWRY

Mike Lincoln
Flooring Emporium
01277 211822

Your
Monthly
Lifestyle
Magazine
V40

To advertise call now on

01277 554045

or email brentwood@visionmag.co.uk
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AforPrince
the people

I

Photo credit: Featureflash Photo Agency/Shutterstock.com

f ever there was someone on the inside perfectly
placed to lead forward the Royal Family’s often
haphazard PR machine, it’s surely Prince Charles.
As celebrations begin to mark 50 years since
the Prince of Wales was given his investiture at
Caernarfon Castle in 1969, we have to sit back and
admire the strength, resilience and patience of a
character who has spent a lifetime winning round
public opinion.
Of course, much of that negative feeling stemmed
from his apparent treatment of Princess Diana – a
failed marriage and ensuing feud that ripped apart
the Royals, with Camilla waiting in the wings. And
upon Diana’s tragic death in Paris in 1996, it was
supposed Charles would never again win the hearts
of the nation.
But his dedication to sons William and Harry, a
passion for the environment and art, plus a head
for business and entrepreneurial spirit have seen a
positive perception restored. Certainly, where The
Prince’s Trust is concerned, Charles has sparked
tremendous belief and potential in the next
generation of commercial minds. An organisation
he founded way back in 1976, its support for
vulnerable and needy 11- to 30-year-olds
makes it our greatest ever force for championing
people, and is a project that remains very close
to Charles’ heart, all these years on.
While the Royals held their own 50th
anniversary celebration for Charles at
Buckingham Palace in a gathering on March
5, a separate bash is set to take place on
July 19, to mark the exact date. Back
then, Charles was Duke of Cornwall,

Duke of Rothesay, Earl of Carrick, Baron of Renfrew,
Lord of the Isles and Prince and Great Steward of
Scotland, and actually assumed the title he craved
on July 26 1958, but it would be almost another year
before his investiture.
He served in the Royal Air Force and Royal Navy
and in his youth was linked to a number of women, at
one point pursuing 16-year-old Amanda Knatchbull,
who four years later he proposed to, only to have his
offer rebuffed.
Marrying Lady Diana Spencer in 1977 was set to
present the flagging royals with a fairytale marriage,
but the couple’s incompatibility and near 13-year age
difference were perennial issues, and many thought
Camilla Parker Bowles was more suited to Charles,
and so it proved when the pair married in 2005.
Charles has certainly worked hard to repair
the damage of some turbulent years, both in his
philanthropic work and in an awareness that, for the
royal family to survive, they would need to modernise.
A hard worker, Charles – who has voluntarily paid
tax since 1993 – carries out hundreds of official
engagements every year as a light-hearted, jovial
and humorous exemplar that many around him
would do well to mirror.
Mostly though, Charles may well be regarded
as the prince who has now waited half a century
to assume the greatest title of them all – King of
England. Some wonder if he will ever get his chance,
and when he does, how long will he be sat on the
throne?
What is certain is when he does make that final
step, it will be as a result of a lifetime of admirable
service to his country.

50 years for Charles - the patience of a saint or the poise of a Prince?
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PUZZLES

V PUZZLES & Trivia
Answers can be found on the Contents Page 4

ACROSS
1. Red-breasted birds (6)
7. Dry biscuits (8)
8. Flat-topped cap with a tassel (3)
9. Domestic assistant (2,4)
10. Fleet of ships (4)
11. Ethical (5)
13. Tall tower (7)
15. In the middle (7)
17. Relating to vision (5)
21. Smile broadly (4)
22. Shrub with glossy leaves (6)
23. Particle that is electrically
charged (3)
24. Relating to a topic (8)
25. Fences made of bushes (6)

1

2

3

5

6

7
8
9

11

10

12

BUILDING & LANDSCAPE

13

EXTENSIONS

14
15

16

17

18

19

20
21

Across

4 - Noisy colourful birds (7)

10 - Fleet of ships (4)

5 - Superficial (4-4)

11 - Ethical (5)

6 - Small stones (6)

sudoku

13 - Tall tower (7)

12 - Right to self-government (8)

15 - In the middle (7)

14 - Hammers (7)

6

1
9 1 8 3

7 8

17 - Relating to vision (5)

16 - Hearts (anag) (6)

21 - Smile broadly (4)

18 - Covering a roof with thin slabs (6)

22 - Shrub with glossy leaves (6)

19 - Solid pieces; blocks (6)

23 - Particle that is electrically charged (3)

20 - Cage for small pets (5)

7
3

24 - Relating to a topic (8)
25 - Fences made of bushes (6)

u The three colours of Iceland’s flag
represent elements that make up the island;
red represents the island’s volcanic fires,
white is for the snow and ice fields, and blue
the ocean.

1 6

FREE NO
OBLIGATION
QUOTATIONS

Make with
changes
to improve
(6)
18. Covering 1a- roof
thin
slabs something
(6)
2 - Type
of market
19. Solid pieces;
blocks
(6)(6)
- Discard
(5) (5)
20. Cage for3small
pets

9 - Domestic assistant (2,4)

u Australia hosted the 1956 and 2000
Summer Olympics

u The famous giant panda is found near
the Yangtze River in China.

www.pbmartin.co.uk

Down

1 - Redbreasted
birds (6)
12. Right
to self-government
(8)
7 - Dry biscuits
(8)
14. Hammers
(7)
8 - Flat-topped
cap(6)
with a tassel (3)
16. Hearts
(anag)

u French is the second most studied
language in the world after English

FENCING

We carry out all domestic building and landscaping projects.
Anything from small repairs to complete renovations

01277 554109

25

u The capital city of India is New Delhi,
while Mumbai is the most populated city

PATIOS

Contact Paul Martin on

24

u Brazil is the largest country in South
America

DRIVEWAYS

22
23

Down
1. Make changes to improve
something (6)
2. Type of market (6)
3. Discard (5)
4. Noisy colourful birds (7)
5. Superficial (4-4)
6. Small stones (6)

did you know?
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SERVICES

TREE SURGERY | STUMP REMOVAL | TREE SURVEYS
HEDGE CUTTING | SITE CLEARANCE
35 Years Professional Experience
Commercial and Domestic
Specialists in working with narrow access & confined spaces
£2M PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE • FREE ESTIMATES & ADVICE

01277 352033 | 07973 202400
www.treesplus.co.uk | info@treesplus.co.uk
The Barns, Paslow Common Farm, Nine Ashes Road, Ingatestone CM4 0JY
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GARDENING

Grow your own

tomatoes

L

ast year’s British Tomato Week was so successful
that this year the British Tomato Growers
Association has announced that they will be
paying tribute to the tasty tomato for a whole
fortnight! And it couldn’t have happened to a nicer
fruit.
And yes, a tomato is technically a fruit.
Are tomatoes easy to grow?
Yes, they are, mainly due to the fact that they are
suitable for any garden size as they can be grown in
containers or hanging baskets. All that they really
need is lots of sun.
For beginners, we recommend buying a
starter plant from your local gardening centre.
When should tomatoes be planted?
If you are growing your plants from seeds,
then it is advised that you sow your seeds
either indoors or in a greenhouse six to eight
weeks before the last frost date.
How should I sow tomato seeds?
Sprinkle the seed thinly onto a high quality seed compost
within a small pot and then cover with around 1.5mm of the
compost. Once two leaves have appeared, you can move the
seedlings into bigger pots and once flowers have appeared you
should transfer each plant into a grow bag or larger pot (roughly
23cm).
What variety of tomato should I choose?
Gardener’s Delight: A small, sweet variety that likes grow bags or
pots.
Tumbler: Best for growing in hanging baskets.
Ferline: A beefsteak tomato that is resistant to tomato plight. Grow in bags
or pots.
Sweet Million AGM: Cherry-sized, sweet tomatoes that are perfect for
kids to grow and pick.

Fun fact: If all British tomato plants were lined up, they would
wrap around the equator eight times.
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Our wonderful customers like our service so
much, that over 40% of new customers joined
us through their recommendation which, if you
think about it, is a recommendation in itself.
So, if you’ve been thinking about enjoying a
great lawn this year – green, lush and
weed-free, why not contact us today and let
us bring your lawn to life.

We provide four seasonal treatments, as well
as beneficial treatments to keep your lawn in
tip-top condition - prices start from just £15*.
Ask us about our annual plans, which allow
you to both spread the cost and save up to
25%.

Simply call: 01277 352 236 or
visit: greenthumb.co.uk

£15
PRICES FROM

PER TREATMENT

*Based on a lawn size up to 40m² **New Customers Only
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Improve the appearance of your property and reduce any
maintenance requirements with a resin bound driveway
from Greenstone Landscapes.

With over 30 years’ experience, numerous accreditations
and an exceptional team, we can provide advice, guidance
and a free of charge visualisation service to enable you to
select the perfect colour and finish for your drive.
All our installations come with a 10 year guarantee.

LEADING SPECIALISTS IN

R E S I N R E S U R FAC I N G
SINCE 1986

T: 01245 890175
E: info@greenstonelandscapes.co.uk
W: www.greenstonelandscapes.co.uk
The Coach House. West Hanningfield Road. Baddow Park. Chelmsford; Essex. CM2 7SY
V48
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CALL TO DISCUSS YOUR DRIVEWAY
PROJECT & BOOK A FREE DESIGN CONSULTATION.

FREE VISUALISATION SERVICE PROVIDED TO SEE HOW
YOUR PROJECT COULD APPEAR WHEN FINISHED.
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London’sfinest
finest
London’s finestLondon’s
London’s
finestturf
turfand
andtopsoil
topsoil
turf
and topsoil
Topquality
qualityRolawn
RolawnTurf
Turfand
andTopsoil
Topsoil
Top

ant to turn your garden into a
bona fide wildlife wonderland?
Here are some tips and tricks
on attracting a wide variety of animals
and insects to your green space…

turf and topsoil Delivered
Deliveredthroughout
throughoutthe
theLondon
Londonarea
area

Although it may seem an odd concept,
the quality Rolawn Turf and Topsoil
Top
best way to attract animals to your garden
Top quality
Rolawnthe
TurfLondon
and Topsoil
Delivered
throughout
area
is to leave it a little untamed. When you
leave
part of your garden untouched, with Professional
good
Delivered throughout
the
London
area
preparation and laying
access to other gardens or wild spaces,
Professional
preparation
and
laying
you are creating a safe area for wildlife
away from human influences.
By inviting the littlest of critters into your
garden, you then create an entire miniTop quality Rolawn Turf and Topsoil
ecosystem. For example, an undisturbed
pile of logs makes an excellent hideaway for
Delivered throughout the London area
an incredible number of insects which, in turn,
can attract birds and mammals.
Professional preparation and laying
But if you are more of an orderly gardener
than an untouched space curator, here
are Grove, Kingsbury NW9 • www.londonlawnturf.co.uk
Birchen
Grove,
Kingsbury
NW9
• www.londonlawnturf.co.uk
Birchen
Birchen
Grove,
Kingsbury
NW9
• www.londonlawnturf.co.uk
Birchen Grove, Kingsbury NW9 • www.londonlawnturf.co.uk
some things to keep in mind if you want
to end up with a green space positively
www.londonlawnturf.co.uk
brimming with animal and insect life:

Professionalpreparation
preparationand
andlaying
laying
Professional
London’s
finest
turf and topsoil

Telephone:020
0208905
89059009
9009
Telephone:
Telephone:020
0208905
89059009
9009 Telephone:
Telephone: 01277 554103
Vicarage Close, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 5GR

B Trees not only give birds somewhere to
nest but can provide fruit for foxes, badgers
and even deer
h Hedgerows, such as holly, provide
essential cover and corridors that join up
green spaces for small mammals
L A range of shrubs that flower at
different times will improve the diversity of
visitors to your garden

Branches throughout London & the South East

TRANSFORMING YOUR
OUTDOOR SPACE

T Longer grass is essential for egg-laying
insects such as butterflies, so leave a bit of
lawn untrimmed to give these birthing bugs
shelter
Q Taller flowers will attract flying friends
from bees to dragonflies
p Night-scented plants such as buddleia
and evening primrose are great for moths
which in turn are a feast for bats
U Wall-climbers can provide links between
gardens for pollinators

OPERATING FOR OVER 20 YEARS • QUALITY DECKING • SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION
SMALL RESIDENTIAL GARDEN TO LARGE COMMERCIAL DECKS

G Don’t forget your water feature – ponds
are essential for amphibians and offer a
bath and beverage for birds

01277 554107

H Choose your own compost over
peat – compost heaps are a warm home
to reptiles as well as a great source of
nutrients for your garden.

Vicarage Close, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 5GR
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www.LondonDeckingCompany.co.uk
info@LondonDeckingCompany.co.uk
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Having a ‘Bull’Therapy

...continuing our Interview
with Gemma King of The Bull

The festival’s ‘Power of Friendship’ theme is
certainly evident here…
There’s a great community feel. We’ve always
supported the festival and the raffle, running bars
and laying on a barbecue. Our eldest daughter
n 3 LAYER FELT
MASTIC
Megannturns
20 this yearASPHALT
and she was seven when
we first moved in, so we’ve seen all our regulars’
n FIBREGLASS
ROOFING (GRP)
children grow up, as well as ours. We do really care
and treatCOATINGS
our staff as family. Everyone looks out for
n LIQUID
each other.

But you never saw yourself as a landlady
growing up?
Landlady makes me think of Peggy Mitchell!
Thirteen years has flown by. I’d love to live in the
sunshine at some point, but I still feel like I’m in
my 20s. There have been hard times over the years
when I’ve regretted us ever buying it, but now we
love it and love socialising with the customers. It’s
to have thatin
confidence
to go formassage
things feet
Wegood
specialise
therapeutic
first like when we took on this pub.

Tel: 01277 260204 n M: 07739 207726

❁ Thai Traditional Full Body Massage ❁ Thai Back,
Neck and Shoulder Massage ❁ Thai Foot Massage
❁ Deep Tissue Massage ❁ Swedish Massage

n

SINGLE PLY/RUBBER ROOFING
email: rjevansroofing@sky.com
www: rjevansroofing.co.uk

for couples, ladies and gentlemen

www.hisandher-wellbeing.co.uk

01277 500280
Enquiries@hisandher-wellbeing.co.uk
10.30 am to 9.00 pm daily (Sunday: bookings only)
147 Kings Road, Brentwood, CM14 4EG

Arlette Anfield
ArletteCounselling
Anfield

Counselling
Counselling and Therapy in

TS

are made for walking
D

id you know that May is National Walking
Month? So, what better time to put your
best foot forward and reap the benefits,
both physical and mental, of a daily brisk walk.

1. Helps maintain a healthy heart
If you work in a sedentary job or have a fairly
sedentary lifestyle in general, a daily walk can
work wonders on reducing your risk of both heart and
cardiovascular disease.

2. Aids weight loss
Wanting to shift a few pounds without pounding away
on the treadmill? Simply start getting off the bus a few
stops early or walking to the local shops rather than
driving. Even small changes can make a noticeable
difference.
3. It can actually make you smarter
Really? Yes, the simple act of going for a daily walk
can actually make you more intelligent. This is because
walking helps to supply more oxygen and glucose to
the brain which in turn, helps it to perform better.

Brentwood and Hornchurch

4. Reduces your stress levels
Walking helps to improve your circulation which means
your cells are provided with more nutrients and oxygen.
It also decreases the amount of cortisol, the stress
hormone, that is produced.

on a journey of change to make the most of you.”

5. Improves your mood and your memory
Physical activity, especially in the open air, is known
to help prevent depression, plus you will get a muchneeded injection of vitamin D. And specifically, for older
people, a daily walk can help improve their memory and
even help prevent dementia.

Counselling and Therapy
“Seeking counselling is a sign of strength, not weakness.
in Brentwood
It shows that you have courage and are willing to embark
“Seeking counselling is a sign of strength,
Arlette Anfield: BA (Hons)
not weakness. It shows that you have courage
Degree in Integrative
Counselling & Psychotherapy.
and are willing to embark on a journey of
Diploma in Cognitive
Helping
you
Anxiety and
Bereavement
change
to make
thewith
mostStress,
of you.”
Hypnotherapy
and NLP
Call: 07766592434
| Visit:
www.arletteanfieldcounselling.co.uk
Helping you
with Stress,
Anxiety
and Bereavement

Call: 07766 592434
Visit: www.arletteanfieldcounselling.co.uk
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HIS
& Raffle
HER
WELLBEING
Saturday
1st July The Bull host BBQ 5pm,
and Mega
Draw
9pm
THE FLAT
ROOFING
South Weald Festival 2017
SPECIALIST
Massage and
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6. Helps to maintain a healthy digestive system
Although you may not feel like it, a quick walk after a
meal is actually a really good idea. Not only can it help
keep your weight down, but it also helps support your
digestive system, meaning you are less likely to suffer
from bloating, constipation or diarrhoea.
ViSIOn BrentwoodOngar edition36 | to advertise call 01277 554045
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How to go
VISION spoke with freelance journalist Jerry
Lyons following his attempt to go alcohol
free for a year. Here’s his account of what
happened...

April 2, 2019 was a special day in my life. It
marked 365 days since I’ve had a drink of alcohol.
Which, given I was a big social drinker for 30
years prior to my year of abstinence, was a huge
achievement for me.
To me it was the equivalent of climbing Ben Nevis
in the winter wearing flip-flops and while battling
man-flu.
But here’s five tips on how I went alcohol-free
(AF):
CHALLENGE – I set the 365 challenge with the
help of an organisation called One Year No Beer
(no wine, no spirits either) which helps people
embarking on the booze-free challenge.
ENTHUSIASM – I attacked the first 60 days of
abstinence with enthusiasm. I listened to dozens
of podcasts about health and living alcohol-free. I

for a whole year
also read a great book by a writer called Catherine
Gray - The Unexpected Joy of Being Sober.
SWAPPING BUZZES – I swapped Friday night beers
for going to the gym. The endorphin high from a
good workout or gym class is unbeatable for me
and there is no hangover.
REWARD – Another big help was something I
thought was ridiculous before going AF. Alcoholfree beers. I’d always considered alcohol-free
beers as pointless. A bit like going into a barber’s
but not getting your haircut. However, the AF
alternatives seem to have the same trigger for the
sense that you’re rewarding yourself.
SUPPORT – I used the One Year No Beer Facebook
group to lean on in the first 90 days. After that I had
the best support anyone could ask for – my partner
who, seeing the benefits being booze free brought
me, decided to take on the challenge herself.
I’ve never felt lighter, brighter and clearer so I’m
going to keep the dry run going for as long as
possible and I’ll raise a glass of cold (alcohol-free)
beer to that.

Cheers
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freeze

FA C T O R
CRYOTHERAPY FOR
BEAUTY
CHRONIC PAIN
RECOVERY
WEIGHT LOSS
WELLBEING

01277 320 669
www.cryo-wellness.co.uk

15% OFF

YOUR FIRST TREATMENT
WITH THIS ADVERT

01277 320669 | www.cryo-wellness.co.uk | @essexcryowellness
info@cryo-wellness.co.uk | 47 Ongar Road, Brentwood, CM15 9AU
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D

emi Moore swears by this extreme beauty
treatment for keeping her looking youthful.
But what exactly does it entail?

WHAT IS CRYOTHERAPY?
Cryotherapy is a technique that involves exposing
the body to extremely cold temperatures for several
minutes. Whole body cryotherapy is particularly
popular and uses liquid nitrogen to plunge your
body into ‑200 degree temperatures.
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
• Increases your metabolism aiding weight loss
The extreme lowering of your body temperature
causes your body to work harder to keep warm.
Therefore, your metabolism is raised and you burn
more calories. In fact, a single full body cryotherapy
session can burn up to 800 calories.
• Boosts circulation and stimulates collagen
production
The sudden cool temperature on your skin’s surface
results in your body boosting its natural healing
and rejuvenation processes resulting in increased
circulation and collagen production; both of which
help you achieve firmer, younger-looking skin.
• It’s anti-inflammatory
If you suffer from an inflammatory condition such
as arthritis or fibromyalgia, cryotherapy can help by
improving your body’s natural healing mechanisms.
• Reduce chronic pain and muscle spasms.
As with a cold compress, cold therapy helps to
increase your pain thresholds and in turn, reduce
pain. It also reduces the sensitivity of your muscles.
• Can help reduce the feelings of depression and
anxiety
The incredibly cold air used in the treatment
floods the body with feel-good chemicals such as
endorphins which helps improve your mood and
energy levels.

IS IT DANGEROUS?
No, this treatment is completely safe as long as it
is carried out by a trained medical professional. It is
likely to be unpleasant the first time you try it as your
body gets used to the cold temperatures.
It is important that whole body cryotherapy is
never undertaken for more than 5 minutes as your
body will then start to shut down.

...cryotherapy
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here do we even start with the
beauty of the monochromatic
trend? It’s versatile, chic and is
probably the easiest way to appear both taller and
thinner. And who doesn’t want that?
WHAT IS MONOCHROMATIC DRESSING?
Monochromatic dressing means wearing separate
items but all in the same colour. It often refers to
black and white ensembles but can also refer to
other neutrals and even bold colours such as blue,
red or yellow.
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THIS TREND?
Well to start it makes outfit planning so much easier.
No worries about clashing colours or prints; just
choose one colour that you love and that suits your
colouring and you’re away. Picking the right colours
ahead of the summer season is so much less
complicated than choosing the latest styles which
may or may not compliment your shape.

KEY COLOURS FOR THIS SUMMER
Head-to-toe monochromatic neutrals are set to
be massive this season; look out for smart tailored
trousers, a loose-fitting shirt and a matching trench
coat for a cool office vibe that can easily be worn late
into the night.
Navy is also a great colour for summer as it looks
great against tanned skin. For a sporty look, why not
team a sleeveless cropped shirt with matching wide
legged trousers.
And of course, you can’t go wrong with the classic
and super chic black and white combo.

V58
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HOW TO WEAR THIS TREND
It is very simple. All you have to do is pick your colour

and then make sure that your key wardrobe pieces
are in the exact same shade. Accessories must be
in the same colour but can be a different shade to
your actual outfit. To stop your look from appearing
boring, try embracing different textures.
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A CENTURY

in the air

• Family Holidays • Secluded Beach Holidays • Winter Sun • Romantic Escapes
• City Breaks • Special Occasions • Sporting Adventures • Out of the Ordinary

‘Travel is our Passion, Customer Care our Forte’
t may not have started life with the most glamorous
of titles, but as the British Overseas Airways
Corporation (BOAC) celebrates 100 years in the
air in 2019 we should all look to the skies and be
proud of this incredible airborn institution.
Celebrations are already well underway - in
February, BA gave a graceful retro makeover to one
of its Boeing 747s by painting on it some classic
1970s livery. And as current chairman and CEO
Alex Cruz confirmed, that iconic model will continue
to be at the heart of events marking the brand’s
contribution to the aviation industry.
“Since reaching out in looking to mark this special
year, we have received countless messages from
our customers right across the world who have
shared their memories of BA, and the various
liveries come up in conversation more than
perhaps anything else,” said Cruz. “That
made it all the more exciting when we reintroduced the classic BOAC design.
“Beyond that, of course, who
we are and how we operate
has been shaped hugely
by our history, and

how we move forward is now vitally important in
what is a rapidly changing industry.”
British Airways was so-named in 1974, but it was
on August 25th 1919 when minor airline Aircraft
Transport and Travel (AT&T) (a forerunner to BA)
launched the world’s first scheduled passenger
flight from London to Paris.
AT&T went through various difference mergers
and guises before it finally landed as BA, and its
humble beginnings are perhaps more in line with
the cost-aware conditions that confront operators
in the current market.
Celebrations of this landmark year are set
to continue throughout 2019 – check out the
current TV advert that embraces
some of Britain’s best-loved
personalities (and, no doubt,
their bountiful collections of
air miles).

Fully ABTA and ATOL Bonded

01277 563193 www.thetravelboutique.co.uk
www.facebook.com/www.thetravelboutique.co.uk
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Find us at 140 Hutton Road, Shenﬁeld, CM15 8NL

A BRITISH MAINSTAY THAT HAS UNITED THE WORLD,
BRITISH AIRWAYS CELEBRATES ITS 100TH BIRTHDAY THIS YEAR

Book your party
07904 784282
Or just pop in for a coffee & a cake!
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2 hour soft play parties
£180 for up to 11
£4 per additional child

quite.contrary.coffee.n.play
quitecontraryltd@outlook.com
Mon-Fri 9.30-5.00
Sat 9.00-2.00 ✿ Sun Closed
8-10 St Thomas Rd, Brentwood CM14 4DB
V60
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dog isn’t just for Christmas… and nor is a terrapin for that matter, but did you know you’re perfectly
entitled to keep both in your home.

We’re a nation of pet-lovers, but as with any bunch of fanatics, there are always some who like to take
things a step further. In fact, when compiling a list of the pets you’re legally permitted to keep at home, it
might-just-be quicker to state those you aren’t allowed on private land.
Here’s a selection of unusual pets ready to move in to your abode:
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Top tips to ac
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xam season is almost here and while
some already have their heads in
their revision books, others find it
difficult to find the motivation to revise.
Dr Lisette Johnston, head of school
at ScreenSpace, gives her top tips for
effective revision.
1. Make fact or note cards
Check out Quizlet.com, you have
to register but it’s an amazing free
resource, that’s really easy to use

5. Write essay plans
Look at the question, break it down into
chunks and then plan each section to include
point, evidence, explanation (PEE) and make
sure to include a conclusion and be evaluative
throughout.

2. Draw mind maps
Do this after each chunk of intense
study, write down what you can
remember then revisit your notes, see
what you missed and write those bits
down in a different colour.

6. Answer past questions
Try to self-mark and get a someone else to mark
your work too - this helps you learn as you go,
and also ensures that you are being realistic with
your marking - you need to know that you’re not
being too harsh or too generous.

3. Highlight notes
Highlighting one key point or fact
for each topic area can effectively
breakdown
the
volume
of
information you need to remember.
Sometimes colour can help text
‘stick’.

It’s important to not work hours without a break,
or memory and recall become less and less
effective. Plan your sessions of up to one hour
and take a short break in between. Keep yourself
interested by changing topics and make the time
spent revising really count.
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4. Make lists
Find the exam board’s specification (this lists what
you need to know), break down those topics into
smaller topics, order them into priority of what you
need to learn and revise from there. Breaking it
down into these smaller sections makes the task
seem more manageable and less overwhelming.
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Terrapin
As daring pets go, not many people venture beyond first base – a
terrapin. A snapping, biting version of the turtle, these little creatures
can be a curious addition as long as you’ve a decent-sized tank… that’s
because they can grow to up to nine inches long!
Sidewinder snake
The sidewinder gets its name from the side to side motion it moves in, and
while keeping these desert snakes at home is nothing new, this particular reptile is highly
venomous. There are currently over 300 living with owners in the UK.
Emu
Surprisingly, the emu isn’t on the Dangerous Wild Animals list so doesn’t
even require a licence, but you will need at least an acre of space, some
woodland, and some
protection from the
Wild cats
inevitable pecking!
A number of wild cats have found their way to the UK, and pending
all the regular checks you’d expect, have been allowed to stay here.
Space is a obviously prerequisite with various species that must be well
fenced-in and unable to roam freely.
Wild boar
Finally, if you’ve got land, a pest problem and some pretty decent
fencing, why not invest in some wild boar. Presently over 2,000 have
made the UK their home
It seems where it comes
to enjoying the comfort
of furry, slimy or skeletal
creatures, anything goes…
and go they will if you don’t
keep cages and fences properly
maintained.
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Hotel•Restaurant•Wine Bar
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Your Wedding
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We also have 11 tastefully furnished bedrooms which can be reserved for

We also have 11 tastefully furnished bedrooms which can be reserved for
yourselves and your guests to relax in after your unique occasion.
yourselves and your guests to relax in after your unique occasion.

English fizz

IS THE NEW DRINK DU JOUR

E

FOOD & DRINK

AU REVOIR CHAMPAGNE,

V

nglish sparkling wines are definitely having a
moment, and about time too. For way too long
French champagne, Spanish cava and Italian prosecco
have stolen the lime light and been our sparkling wine of
choice.
So, why not step outside of your comfort zone and try
one of our own fabulous fizzes. You’ve got nothing to lose
(except maybe your memory of the night before).

HATTINGLEY VALLEY CLASSIC RESERVE
Situated in Hampshire, Hattingley Valley family-run vineyard
is eco-friendly and uses the traditional method of oak
barrels to ferment a small proportion of their wines each
year as well as using stainless steel tanks.
This particular sparkling wine is pale gold in colour and
has notes of baked apple, creamy nougat and brioche as
well as subtle hints of fresh red fruit.
A definite celebratory drink. No food needed.

EXTON PARK BRUT RESERVE NV
Made in another Hampshire vineyard, this elegant sparkling wine is
made from a combination of Pinot Noir and Chardonnay wines and has
noticeable white pepper notes.
Serve with either salmon or white meat such as chicken or turkey.

CHAPEL DOWN THREE GRACES BRUT
This complex wine comes from the well-known Chapel Down vineyard
and was the sparkling wine served at the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge’s wedding. It is a very well-rounded wine that is lively and
bubbly on the tongue.
A blend of Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier, this wine is ideal
for pairing with grilled fish or a risotto.

DESIGN YOUR WEDDING WITH US
To speak to one of our wedding coordinators Tel: 01277 840008
further information visit www.theharvardinn.co.uk
Or forDESIGN
YOUR
WEDDING
WITH
US US
DESIGN YOUR
SPECIAL
OCCASION
WITH
840008
01277
Tel:01277
coordinatorsTel:
840008
ToTospeak
function coordinators
our wedding
of our
one of
speaktotoone
www.theharvardinn.co.uk
visitwww.theharvardinn.co.uk
information visit
further information
forfurther
Orfor
Or
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RIDGEVIEW BLOOMSBURY 2014
Favoured by Her Majesty the Queen herself, this light sparkling wine has
vibrant, citrus aromas combined with a hint of honey and melon.
Perfect served as an aperitif or with a simple seafood or
light pasta dish.
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V

HOT
LUNCH
DEAL
£6.95

FOOD & DRINK

indian & nepalese
cuisine
Dine in & takeaway

11am – 3pm

Vegetarian meals p Tandoori sea food mixed grills p KIDS MEALS AVAILABLE

TO BOOK A TABLE OR ORDER HOME DINING

01277 525 590 p 01277 233 777
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10 VEGAN FOODS

Open 7 days a week: 11am - 11pm
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(Through the alleyway opposite Poundland on the High Street)

Sugar
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jehancurryhut@gmail.com
19 South Street, Brentwood CM14 4BJ
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Jehan
Curry Hut

(Previously Mare Blu)

For food allergies & intolerances please speak to our hospitality team about the ingredients in your meal when ordering.

that pack a protein punch

V

eganism has been steadily increasing in
popularity over the last few years with an
estimated 540,000 vegans in the UK.
But can you follow this diet and still get your
recommended daily protein intake?
1. TOFU: This plant-based protein contains 22
grams of protein per half cup and can be added
to stir-fries and salads.
2. BEANS: Beans are packed with fibre and offer
21 grams of protein per cooked cup. They are
filling and help aid muscle growth.
3. PUMPKIN SEEDS: Pumpkin seeds contain 12
grams of protein per cup and also contain lots
of bowel-friendly fibre. They can be enjoyed
roasted as a handy snack or sprinkled over
salads, soups and curries.
4. CHICKPEAS: With 9 grams of protein per ¾ cup,
these versatile sources of protein are especially
yummy when roasted with your preferred spices.
5. EDAMAME: Popular with sushi lovers,
edamame beans are an excellent source of
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protein with one cup containing 17 grams. They
can be added to salads, pasta, soups or eaten
as a tasty snack.
6. LENTILS: Not only are lentils extremely budget
friendly, they offer 18 grams of protein per
cooked cup. Lentils are great at bulking out
meals or as an alternative to mince in dishes like
spaghetti Bolognese and shepherds pie.
7. OATS: A popular breakfast staple, oats offer 6
grams of protein per ½ cup.
8. POTATOES: Who doesn’t love a chip? One
large baked potato contains roughly 8 grams of
protein.
9. BROCCOLI: Providing 2.6 grams of protein
per one cup serving of raw broccoli, this
is not the highest plant-based protein
offering available, but it does contain all
the essential amino acids.
10. QUINOA: The quinoa seed contains 8
grams of protein per cup and is considered a
complete protein.
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01277 233522

Open 7 days a week

117 High Street, Brentwood, CM14 4RX
midpoint cafe bistro

midpointcafebistro

Monday - Thursday 7am-10pm
Friday & Saturday 7am-11pm
Sunday 8am-5pm

15% OFF YOUR FOOD BILL*
EVENING MENU – 4pm-10pm – Monday to Thursday only – *Drinks Excluded
ViSIOn BrentwoodOngar edition36 | to advertise call 01277 554045
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LIVE MUSIC ★ LIVE SPORT
GREAT FOOD
ON OFFER 7 DAYS A WEEK

OPEN FROM 11AM - 12MIDNIGHT

X

WEEKLY QUIZ NIGHTS

X

FOOD & DRINK SPECIALS

KEEP YOUR

£ LOCAL

SUPPO
YOUR RT
LO
BUSIN CAL
ESSES
...

Every Monday & Tuesday
2 meals for £10 from 11am - 3pm
Every Thursday & Friday
Happy Hour Cocktails from 5pm - 9pm

01277 212786

charliesbrentwood

Charlie’s Bar, 152 Warley Hill, Warley, Brentwood CM14 5HE

G -O N B O N U S
SU M M ER 20 19 SI G N IN
• Great New Pay Rates
• Wide Variety of Benefits
Incl. Perkbox

*

• Great Career Opportunities
• Free Ongoing Training
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For further information, or to submit a C.V. please contact us at:
For further information, or to submit a C.V. please contact us at:

recruitment.brentwood@ranccare.co.uk || Call:
recruitment.brentwood@ranccare.co.uk
Call: 01277
01277375
375316
316
Or feel free to drop into... Brentwood Care Centre, Larchwood Gardens,
Or feel free to drop into... Brentwood Care Centre, Larchwood Gardens,
Pilgrims Hatch, Brentwood, CM15 9NG | www.rchcarehomes.co.uk
Pilgrims Hatch, Brentwood,*Terms
CM15&9NG
| www.rchcarehomes.co.uk
Conditions Apply
*Terms & Conditions Apply
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Your
Monthly
Lifestyle
Magazine

Please let your local businesses know
that you saw them first in...Vision
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BUSINESS & FINANCE

Gavin Woollard Photography
With the experience of nearly 2000 weddings and thousands of Portrait clients
including a 17 year commission at Buckingham Palace when you choose Gavin
Woollard for your wedding photography you are choosing one of the very best.

Call 01245 421224

CCESS

gavinwoollard@gmail.com • www.reportagephotography.com
The Granary, No 1 Rumsey Row, The Green, Writtle, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 3YA

WANT A COMMERCIALLY EXPERIENCED
PROFESSIONAL TEAM WORKING FOR
YOU & YOUR BUSINESS?
CROSS SECTOR SME SPECIALIST
ACCOUNTING & ADVISORY SERVICES

Full range of traditional accounting services plus

l Start Ups & Contractors l Growth Businesses
l Established Businesses l Business Exits

l Dispute Resolution & Negotiation services
l Forensic Investigation l GDPR l HR
l Now taking on Ex KPMG Clients

IMPACT ACCOUNTANTS
FOR BUSINESS
Contact us on 07479 365 957
info@impacc.co.uk
or www.impacc.co.uk
V70
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{DENIED}

t is estimated that around 100 billion emails
are sent by people in the world, every single day.
Have a proper look at your inbox, particularly
the spam and junk folders, and the chances are
you’ll find one there from your bank, from a ‘friend’
sending you some holiday snaps, perhaps some
discount offers from retail companies; or in a recent
case that made it into UK newspapers, from none
other than Cliff Richard. All are fake; all want to steal
from you.
These days, our email systems are pretty adept
at detecting spam mail, but what if something slips
through? The best ways to protect yourself is to ask
the following questions:
Do you even have a bank account/store
account with the sending company?
Is the person a stranger looking to strike
up a business partnership or casual
conversation?
Are there typos in the email body?

Is the email from a bank claiming there has
been a security issue, and that you will be
required to go to enter in your password
and personal data through a link provided
in the email?
Does a link in the email go through to a
different ‘phished’ website, or one with a
name that doesn’t match the typical web
address format of your bank’s?
If you can answer ‘yes’ to any of these, the
chances are you’re looking at an email being sent to
intentionally glean data and log-in information, and
from that, defraud you.
We are at least in an era now where companies
invest billions in keeping their customers safe, but
the threat – to ourselves and loved ones, particularly
the elderly – remains severe, so be smart, be vigilant
and approach any unsolicited email with the caution
it deserves.
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ON THE
MONEY

Financial advice from our
financial adviser Andy Costin
Contact 01277 654153

IF IT MATTERS TO YOU,
IT MATTERS TO US.

INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL ADVISERS

FINANCIAL ADVICE FOR NEW PARENTS
Parents can often find their time entirely taken
up with looking after the newest member of
their family. It’s a life-changing experience that
will have an impact on their finances too.
PLANNING PAYS
For any couple, one of the biggest adjustments is
managing on one salary, so working out a budget
together will ensure that they have taken care
of the monthly overheads. As well as statutory
maternity pay or maternity allowance, you may
be entitled to other things like tax credits or child
benefits, free NHS prescriptions and dental care.
PROTECTING WHAT’S IMPORTANT
Parents want to do what’s best for their children,
but many overlook putting insurance plans in
place in case anything should happen to either
of them. It may be an uncomfortable topic to
discuss, but nobody would want to leave their
family struggling financially. The monthly cost of
a protection plan is a lot less than many people
imagine, often no more than a family might spend
on a round of coffee and cake on the high street.

SAVING FOR THEIR FUTURE
A Junior ISA is a tax-free savings scheme that
enables parents to put money aside either into
a cash or a stocks and shares account for their
child’s future. The allowance for the 2019-20 tax
year has been increased to £4,368. On their 18th
birthday, the child can access their savings.
Those who want to plan even further ahead
can open a pension for their child, saving up to
£2,880 per year tax-free. Tax relief on pension
contributions at 25% means that the amount
actually invested becomes £3,600. When the
child reaches 18, they can continue to invest in it
and access their pension at 55.

As part of the service at HCR, we take the time to
understand our client’s unique planning needs
and circumstances, so that we can provide you
with the most suitable solutions in the most
cost-effective way. For a free review of your
current financial situation, please contact
Andy Costin, Independent Financial Adviser on
01277 654153.

What are you looking to insure?

Contact Coversure
Brentwood today

01277 295504

www.coversure.co.uk/brentwood | brentwood@coversure.co.uk

When it comes to
Financial Planning
We’re here to help you
✓ SAVINGS AND INVESTMENTS
✓ INHERITANCE TAX PLANNING
INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL ADVISERS

✓ PENSIONS

✓ PROTECTION

Canary Wharf
T 020
3059 7795
Tel 01277 654153
l www.hcrifa.co.uk
l Fax 01277 658383

Suite 5, First Floor, Foremost House, Radford Way, Billericay CM12 0BT
V72
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Canary Wharf T 020 3059 7795
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FIND YOUR BRAND
Web design

Digital marketing
SEO

P

PPC

odcasts are now the audio equivalent of coffee shops. They’re everywhere.
For a medium which has its roots in the 1980s, it was Apple introducing it to iTunes in 2005
that sparked a wave which has become a tsunami in recent years.
When done well they are simply a recorded conversation between people, where you find out things
about a topic you’re interested in and which can be downloaded to your phone or computer to listen to
anywhere.
The subjects the millions of podcasts out there cover, cross the kaleidoscope of life on earth – as well as
outer space, aliens and moon-landing conspiracies.
Here are three (out of a choice of millions) worth a listen:

Social media

01245 477 449 | www.fsedigital.com
info@fsedigital.com

Andys Aerials
Essex CM4

Your local aerial installer

New aerial & satellite installations
l Aerial & satellite repairs
l Extra TV points
l TV wall mounting
l System design & install
l Freesat & YouView installations
l Sky installations – repairs & upgrades
l

Family-run business with
over 20 years of experience.
Trading Standards
Approved Aerial Installer.

Quality Workmanship
At Sensible Prices.

digitatlYI"
Approved Member
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TECHNOLOGY

for the love

HELPING YOUR
POTENTIAL CLIENTS

V

Freephone: 0800 77 97 047
Mobile: 07916 305 977
Mobile Local Rate: 0 333 900 333 2
Email: andy@andysaerials.com

The Joe Rogan Experience - A VISION favourite. American comedian and media star Rogan
invites interesting guests from the world of comedy, sports, science
and business to his studio for lengthy and often fascinating
chats.
S h * * ged,Married,Annoyed – Comedian
Chris Ramsey and his wife Rosie podcast regularly
about the truth behind marital life. The pair received
praise pre-podcasting for their openness in
discussing a miscarriage they suffered in 2018.
Pound for Pound – Great boxing podcast
featuring former fighter turned pundit Spencer
Oliver and Jake Wood – better known to
millions as Eastenders’ Max Branning. Funny,
friendly and insightful.
Another notable mention goes to Blank which
features the likes of Gary Lineker, Louis Theroux
and Michael Rosen. It revolves around how highprofile people deal with going ‘blank’ whether it’s
writer’s block, a poor run of form or just feeling out of
sorts.
Read next month’s VISION for a rundown on some of
the most popular podcasts aimed at a female audience.

www.andysaerials.com
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A CAR IS STOLEN EVERY 5 MINUTES IN THE UK
LAST YEAR, 112,000 CARS WERE STOLEN

MOTORING

DO YOU WANT YOUR
CAR STOLEN?

NO?

AUTOWATCH GHOST IMMOBILISER
100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

LET US MAKE SURE YOU KEEP YOUR CAR SAFE WITH AN
ADVANCED IMMOBILISING SYSTEM THAT WORKS FROM
THE EXISTING BUTTONS IN YOUR VEHICLE

Photo credit: www.jaguar.co.uk

GHOST IMMOBILISER ONLY £399 inc VAT
FULLY FITTED AT YOUR HOME OR PLACE OF WORK

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

01277 554075

www.BVS.cloud l Sales@CheckMyWheels.co.uk

Unit 2, Summer Hill Farm, Pipps Hill Road North, Billericay, Essex CM11 2UJ

BESPOKE VEHICLE
SECURITY

THE

EXPLORING & ADMIRING JAGUAR’S UPDATED SUV, THE F-PACE

I

t is a brand that has enjoyed its fair share of
ups and downs, but Jaguar’s spectacular reemergence as a genuine player in the luxury car
market is a British success story we should all take
time to celebrate.
The manufacturer’s latest powerplay is its 2019
F-Pace, a beefed up Sport Utility Vehicle (SUV)
that works as the punchier option to the topselling sportier E-Pace.
As for the technical specs, there’s the option
of rear-wheel or four-wheel-drive, plus petrol or
diesel engines; while four-and six-cylinder set-ups
can see power moving anywhere from a basic
161bhp right up to a punchy 375bhp in the AWD
automatic petrol.
The great thing about the F-Pace is it’s a
crossover sports vehicle that genuinely succeeds
as a family car, with room enough for three adults
in the back. And while it’s more expensive than
its predecessor, the E-Pace, handling is exact and
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weight similar, despite its larger size.
As for gadgets, how about spending £300 for a
wristband that allows you to lock and unlock, thus
resolving any lost key worries…
Not interested? Okay, perhaps the stripped-back
interior will help, or the 650-litre boot space. And
did we mention this beast is two metres wide?
With prices starting at around £35,000, this is an
upgrade worth much more than simply the kudos
of a 2019 plate. It’s a model that has the potential
of replicating the success of the original F-Pace,
which in 2016 was the manufacturer’s fastestselling car ever.
Understandably, the F-Pace has provoked
comparisons to models produced by Jaguar’s
sister company Land Rover, but this fast-paced
feline has always taken pride in its own identity,
and if it can translate even some of the shimmer
from its elegant saloon brands, then we have a
new beast fully primed for the SUV market.
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G R O U P

leading performance
car dealership

SALES | LEASING & FINANCE OPTIONS | 4x4 SPECIALISTS
Browse our selection of luxury cars for sale – Sport’s, 4x4 or 7-Seater.
Speak to our team of experts today to find out the options available to you

www.theessexcargroup.co.uk | 0800 0499 666
Email: info@theessexcargroup.com |
Brentwood Branch
Ashwells Court, Ashwells Road
Brentwood, Essex CM15 9SR

TheEssexCarGroup |

@theessexcargroup

Leaden Roding Branch
Dunmow Road, Leading Roding
Dunmow, Essex CM6 1QB
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MASTER
WOODS
I

t’s a sporting comeback right up there with the greatest of all
time. A man beset, besieged and broken by personal demons,
who had dropped to 1,199th in the world, roaring back to the
peak of his sport and proving to the world that true greats
are not just those who win, but those who recover
from adversity.
Woods had undergone four back surgeries;
it was 11 years since his last Major, and 14
since his last Masters title. He thought he’d
never play again and at the very pit of sporting
slumber was diagnosed with depression.
At this lowest point, he wasn’t just
someone who walked away from the game –
he was still playing it back in 2015, averaged
a tournament per month and still couldn’t get
into the world’s best 250 golfers.
But just a year after being found passed
out in his car, incoherent, unable even to blow
into a breathalyser and ultimately charted with
‘Driving under the Influence’, Tiger clinched the TOUR
Championship. That September 2018 victory was his
first in five years, and it set him on his way back to
the Masters.
Sure enough, six months later, and at Augusta
of all places, Woods carded 70, 68, 67 and 70
to beat fellow American Dustin Johnson by a
single shot.
Tiger Woods’ victory was one romanticised
about by sports fans across the globe.
For most people, his indescretions were
forgotten and forgiven. Whether anyone
actually believed the Californian could
climb one of the greatest sporting
mountains is another thing, but in
conquering his own demons as well
as one of the strongest Masters fields
in recent memory, Woods has restored
himself back to true icon status.
What’s more, take a look at his year of birth –
1975. The reality is this… at the age of 43, there
is still a lot more to come.
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YOUR LOCAL RELIABLE
MINI SKIPS COMPANY
2 Yard Skip

£90

3 Yard Skip

£120

4 Yard Skip

£150

5 Yard Skip

£180

WAIT & LOAD SERVICES
DOMESTIC & COMMERCIAL
SAME DAY SERVICE
LONG OR SHORT TERM
FULLY LICENSED WASTE CARRIER
AFFORDABLE PRICES
SPECIAL RATES FOR OAPS

Telephone: 01277 412 358
Mobile: 07548 192 380
Email: bulldog-mini-skips@hotmail.com
Yard 1, Southend Arterial Road, West Horndon, Brentwood, Essex, CM13 3TB
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T H E VISION L I S T I N G S

T H E VISION L I S T I N G S

ARCHITECT

FINANCIAL SERVICES

JEWELLERY REPAIRS

SECURITY

RJB ARCHITECT
We can help with Planning Applications, Extensions,
Conversions, New Builds, Building Regulations. You can
call us on 07979 570036 or email richard@rjbarchitect.com

HCR
Independent Financial Advisers. Can help with advice
on: Savings and Investments | Inheritance Tax Planning |
Pensions | Protection. Call us on 01277 654153

BRENTWOOD JEWELLERS
In-house workshop for all Jewellery repairs and remodelling,
exceptional service and craftsmanship. Call Robert on
01277 227401 | 87 High Street, Brentwood, CM14 4RR

TOTAL SECURITY POSTS
Security and protection to prevent theft of your vehicles,
boats and caravans from your driveway. Call for a free quote
on 01277 822413 | 07956 504208 | email tom@totallg.co.uk

AUTO BODY REPAIRS

COVERSURE INSURANCE BRENTWOOD
Property insurance for Landlords & Commercial Insurance
specialists contact us today on 01277 295504 or email
brentwood@coversure.co.uk

KIDS PARTY HIRE

SHUTTERS & BLINDS

QUITE CONTRARY SOFT PLAY
Parties £180 for up to 11 for 2 hours, Party Music, Balloons
and Banners, Food box per child and refreshments - Book
your party 07904 784282 - Quote VISION for 10% off

STYLEHOUSE SHUTTERS
Bespoke Window Shutters both stylish and practical that
are Hand Crafted. Free no obligation quote 07962 356184
or email hello@stylehouseshutters.co.uk

BATHROOMS
RADIATOR AND BATHROOM GALLERY
Established for 11 years. Offering FREE planning and design
consultation. For enquiries call 01277 233378 or email
sales@theradiatorgallery.com
BODYWASH BATHROOMS
Expert advice, long lasting quality. Amazing offers in store.
Showroom A12 Eastern Avenue, Romford, Essex | 01708
736700 | sales@bodywash.uk | www.bodywash.uk

BEDROOM & WARDROBE DESIGN
SLIDE ROBES
Fitted wardrobes, Sliding Wardrobes, Wardrobe interiors, free
at home design, most popular styles, 0% finance available.
Call us on 01268 531144 or visit our Basildon showroom

BUILDING SERVICES

IMPACT ACCOUNTING
Cross Sector SME Specialist Accounting, Advisory Services,
Full Range of Traditional accounting services on offer. 07479
365 957 | info@impacc.co.uk | website www.impacc.co.uk

FIREPLACE & CHIMNEY SERVICES
PHOENIX FIREPLACES
Modern or traditional designed fireplaces that bring
warmth and style to your home. Visit our showroom
Battlesbridge,Essex, SS11 7RJ -phoenix-fireplaces.co.uk

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
BENNETTS FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Family run offering fully comprehensive service, bereavement
support groups, wish lists and pre paid plans. Call 01277
210104 (24hrs) or email info@bennettsfunerals.co.uk

GARAGE DOORS

KITCHENS

SPRAYING & POWDER COATING

EMERSON INTERIORS
Design, manufacture and install. Kitchens, Bedroom and
Home Office. 01268 525216 | emersoninteriors.co.uk |
showroom unit 8-9, Cranes Close, Basildon, SS14 3JB

WS SPRAY FINISHINGS
All aspects of wet spraying & powder coating for domestic &
industrial markets. 01268 812414 | 07434 704673

BILLERICAY KITCHENS
New Designs of Kuhlmann, German Kitchens and Second
Nature. New showroom 10a Radford Crescent, Billericay,
CM12 0DU | 01277 655 679 | www.billericaykitchens.co.uk

JOIN THE
LISTINGS... for just

£180

+VAT
per yr

SQUIRRELS HEATH AUTOS
Est. Over 30 yrs taking care of major & minor bumper scuffs,
dents, scratches etc. Call 01708 437721 | 07745 629957

LOCKSMITH & SECURITY

TREE SURGEON

ATCL LOCKSMITHS
Your local Mobile Locksmiths. All locks changed and all
locks opened and replaced. Free Call out and OAP discount
contact us on 01277 554043 or 07968 940678

TREES PLUS
For both commercial and domestic customers - Tree
Surgeons, Hedge Cutting, Site Clearance. FREE estimates
and advice. Call 01277 352033

PAINTING & DECORATING

TV AERIAL & SATELLITE SERVICES

DAVID LEPINE PAINTING & DECORATING
Painter, Decorator, Repairs & More. Over 15 years experience,
high quality work, fully insured, a clean reliable service with
competitive prices & NO VAT. Call 07960 741973

ANDYS AERIALS
Family Run Business, Trading standards approved. Aerial &
satellite repairs, extra tv points, Tv wall mounting, Call Andy
on 07916 305977 or email andys@andysaerials.com

GREEN THUMB
Lawn Treatment service, if you have been thinking about
enjoying a great lawn this year - Simply call 01277 352236
or visit greenthumb.co.uk

HARVEYS
No Job too big or too small, Painters & Decorators, Repairs
& Home Maintenance. Call now for a free quote
07908 170777 / 07702 430866

WINDOWS & DOORS

HEALTH & WELLBEING

PHOTOGRAPHY

ELECTRICIAN

ARLETTE ANFIELD
Counselling & Therapy in Brentwood - Helping you with
stress, anxiety, and bereavement. Call me today on 07766
592434 or visit arletteanfieldcounselling.co.uk

GAVIN WOOLLARD
Experienced over 2000 weddings & thousands of portrait
clients over the years, available for weddings, family portraits
and headshots. Please call 01245 421 224

PARKERS ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS
No Job Too Small, Kitchen/Bathroom electrics, Inspections
& Testing, Friendly reliable and fully insured contact Joe
today on 07737 447302 or email pesolutions@hotmail.com

NUFFIELD HEALTH BRENTWOOD HOSPITAL
Come and join us at our free hospital events please check our
page in the Health section of this edition for more information.
Spaces are limited call us on 01277 695 631

DISCLAIMER: VISION does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any of the advertisements, nor the quality of any

RJ EVANS ROOFING
Local Brentwood based Flat Roofing Specialists. Call today
on 01277 260204 | 07739 207726 | rjevansroofing@sky.com
TIMMINS PROPERTY SERVICES
From the smallest job to the largest high profile project,
FREE estimates with no obligation. Emergency 24hr service.
Call us on 01277 810005 or email t-p-s-l@btconnect.com

CARPET & FLOORING SPECIALISTS
FLOORING EMPORIUM
Quality flooring at affordbale prices from Carpet, Solid Wood,
Vinyl, Design Flooring & Laminate. Call on 01277 211822 or
visit our showroom 140 Hutton Road, Shenfield, CM15 8NL

GAROLLA ROLLER SHUTTER DOORS
Thermally insulated electric garage doors, Great for space
saving, Kerb appeal & easy to use, No deposit, Pay on
completion, 18 Colours available. Call today 01277 800142.

GARDEN SERVICES

ASPEN
Create the perfect home - Fascias, Soffits, Guttering, Flat
Roofing, Weather Boarding. Call 01277 888055 or visit www.
aspenhi.co.uk | Ask about our postcode offer
ALPINE HOME IMPROVEMENTS
Windows, Doors, Fascia/Soffits, Flat Roofs, Cladding. Visit
our showroom 14a Ongar Road, Brentwood, CM15 9GB.
01277 263355 | office@alpinehomeimprovements.co.uk

products, information or other materials displayed, purchased or obtained by any customer as a result of an advertisement or any other
information or offer in connection with the service or products. The opinions expressed in articles, reviews and stories are strictly those of the
individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of VISION.
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WHAT’S ON
Ongar Juniors Netball Training
The Ongar Academy, Fyfield Road,
Chipping Ongar, CM5 0GA
May 9, 6pm – 7pm

We are pleased to announce our club is growing.
Would your child love to play more netball? Would
they like to be part of a growing club?
We are starting by introducing training for school
years three to six (ages seven to 11).
Our first session is Thursday, May 9. It will be £3,
pay as you go.
Ongar Juniors will be run by Cheryl Fry and Elisha
Sinfield, and coached by Shona Mccabe.
Quiz Night
Courage Hall, Brentwood School, Middleton
Hall Lane, CM15 8EE
May 10, 7pm for 7.30pm
The Brentwood, Hutton & Billericay branch of
Bloodwise is holding a quiz night on May 10.
All monies go towards the much-needed research
into trying to find cures and less harsh treatments
for the many different types of blood cancers.
Tickets are £10 to include supper of jacket potato
with a choice of filling. Bar available.
For tickets, call 01277 214499.
Boxercise
Navestock Village Hall, Navestock,
Brentwood, CM14 5SD
May 13, 7pm – 8pm
Boxercise is an exercise class based on the training
concepts boxers use to keep fit.
Classes can take a variety of formats but a typical
one may involve shadow boxing, skipping, hitting
pads, press-ups, etc.
Most boxercise classes are aimed at men and
women of all ages and fitness standards. As no
class involves the physical hitting of an opponent, it
is a fun, challenging and safe workout.
V82
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in your area

Remember, every boxer will have started from
ground level so anyone and everyone can work their
way up to a good level of fitness.
Spaces are limited, so please book your space
in advance to avoid disappointment. Go to cezara.
bookwhen.com/schedules/21oqgf7p61nd
Brentwood Wine Society
Shenfield Parish Hall, 60 Hutton Road,
Brentwood, CM15 8LB
May 14, 8pm – 10pm
The society’s aim is to help members improve their
experience, understanding and enjoyment of wine.
Invited wine experts present samples of wines
from a country or region of the winemaking world.
Through these tastings, we have a broadened
interest which has led to a deeper knowledge and
love of wine.
If you would like to come along in the first instance
for a free tasting email stephen.hill33@btopenworld.
com or call 07776 031747.
Biz’ee Mums and Women Networking Meet-Up
Ongar
The Kings Head, 177 High Street, Chipping
Ongar, CM5 9JG
May 21, 9.45am – 12pm
Biz’ee Women and Biz’ee Mums are an evergrowing networking group for all women in business
or thinking of starting up, and even for women
who would like to come along in support of their
husband/partner’s business.
Why not come along and join us, if you haven’t
done so already, in our welcoming, relaxed, friendly
and open environments where you can have a
chat, introduce yourself and your business over a
coffee and walk away feeling motivated and ready
for the next level of your personal and business
development.
Join us now to connect and be inspired.
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01277 554 043

A CAR IS STOLEN
EVERY 5 MINS
IN THE UK

|

07515 519 971

SECURITY POSTS

CALL US FOR A FREE QUOTE AND
SITE SURVEY TO SECURE YOUR VEHICLE

01277 822413 | 07956 504 208
EMAIL US: TOM@TOTALLG.CO.UK
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BRENTWOOD’S
NEW CONCEPT

HOME &
GARDEN
VILLAGE
Exceptional Customer Service
Home Delivery & Carry to the Car Service
Expert Plant Advice
Indoor & Outdoor Plants
Tools & Plant Care

Pots & Ceramics

Gifts, Books & Homeware

Kids Toys

BBQ & Garden Furniture
Cafe & Local Produce
Dog Friendly

Tel: 01277 214883

www.bonnettsgardenvillage.co.uk
G A R D E N

V I L L A G E

Mascalls Lane, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 5LJ

COMING SOON - WORKSHOPS, EVENTS & MEET-UPS Sign up to our newsletter or join us on Facebook for more information
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